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1ERE
1. (C) GEUERAL: The 5th Special Forces Group (Airborne) is assigned to

the organiza~tion. Trio primary purpose of 51th S.FGA is to advis* and assist

Ithsprograi, aswl.A nteohrGroup missions, 5tb 3FGA has the
basic obje-otive of the saximum combat effiloiency at the lowest possible
cost in mang money and nsterial.

2.~ (C) MISSIONS: Tho Ifofloring maJor missions are assigned to the 5th
SFGA by C(I4USNACV icy MACV Directive 10--11 and MACV/JGS Combined Camp-Aign
Plan (iB_1Ls4i):

a. Exorcise cemznd of sulbordinatt USASF 6*tachmnents.,

b. Advise and ausist the Vietnamese Special Forces.

c. Siib-aector advisor in 1 and IV CT~s.,

d. Provide inteUlýgence to COMIJSMACV.

e~. Conduct specJ0. onerat3.onse

f. Conduct MACV Racondo School.

g. Provide lcgis~ical support to the CIDG program.

h. Organize, trainf equip aiid eommand M'obil. Strike Force Commands

aMFC strutur thalele thtofNe SF.Radu

3. (C) ORGANIZATLON OF US ARM SPECIAL FORCES:

Forces companite or C Detachments are located in each of the four Corps
Mactical Zones. $u','iPrdinatv to these units are rA to-tal of thirteen B Do-~
tachments and fort;h six A Detachments. The four Special Forces companies
are under the comme.-L (less OPCON) of CO,, 5th SYGA, with the senior advisors
or field force commandxer in each CTZ exerciting OICON of the units. The
VMF are in co-mmand of the A camps and Cfl)G troops, while, the USASF are
advisors and not e,)mmandorso

4. (C) oWRJIATJON OF VIETNAMESE SPECIAL FORCES (VNSF?):

a, General: The YMiF are organized into a Special Forces Command
composvrd of a headquarters, one SF group, -an airborne ranger battalion of
six companits, A Special Forces Training Center, a signal company, a head-
quarters an! headquarters coapany and Project Delta. The Special Forces

SPMJkT. RUMLING DOWNGRAM* AT 3 YEAR INTERVALS;
REQUIRED 10T RELESABL DECLASSM*E AFTER 12 YEARS.
T70 FOPMEG11 NMTOLI.S DOD MI 5200.tO

F0 R 67iOr' SECRET
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Urouip is organized into four C Detachments (one per Corps Tactical Zone),.
eleven B Detachments and fifty-three A Detachments.

b. Missions: The VNSF are tasked by the Joint General Staff (JGS)
with the following missions:

(1) To plan and conduct unconventional warfare operations as directed
by the JGS.

(2) To plans, conduct az~d support counterinsurgency operations (same
as the CIDG program) within the Republic of Vietnam.

(3) To collect, process and submit intelligence information to the JGS,,

(4) To implement political. warfare activities in consonance with the

POIWAR program.

(3) The C Detachments are further tasked with advising the Corps
Tactical Zbno commanders in the employment of Special Forces and the CIDGO,

5- (C) SCOPE OF USAF/VN'SF 0M~ATIONS:.I a. In the ~as Trang areaa, 5th SFGA also contributes the major share of
the US element 'to the Installation Defense Command which assists the CGgU Vietnamese Special Forces High Command in coordinating local defense. A
Command Liaison Detachment is maintained in Saigon to provide staff coordi-
nation and liaison bebween 5th Group and US military elements in the Capital
Distri~ct - Long Binh are&. Three separate B Detachments fulfill special re-
quiý-ements. Detachment B-~51 at Dong Ba Thin advises the VNSF at their Special
Forces Training Center, Detachment B-.52 advises Project Delta, a long range
reconnaissance unit. Detachment B-55 commands jointly writh the VN4SF a country-
wide Mobile Strike Force Command stationed in Iba Trang0. Attached and support-
ing units includes tho MACV Recondo School which trains long range patrol per-
sonnel for all FW~'AF units and conducts the Combat Orientatioz Course for newly
arrived USASF personnel; the 31st Engineer Detachment which coordinates con-
struction projectzi and disprAtches advisory teams to "-sist camps roquiring new
construction or rehabilitiation; the 1403d Special Operations Detachment; Sig-~
m&l Augmentation personnel; the 21st Military History Detachment; and Detach-
ment Fýý, which is a provisional Military Intelligence unit.

b. The current soap* of US-ASF/VNSF operationsm is considerably larger
than is afton recognized. The table below shows the authorized personnel
strengtL of 5th SFGA &-id the combitt elm it t ad'*ises:

UNIT PERSONNEL
VNS? 3,878
Camp Strike Force (CSF) 42,403
Regional Force/Popular Force (.RF/PF) 59,463
Mobile Strike Force (IIF) 10,r02

USASF 3,480

2
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Thise torces .neprosenth e equivalend of four Ami o divisions and they he-
fSnd a 13r351 square mile Tactical Area of Responsibilrtyo The ndF con-
pand the CIDG which is a paramilitary force composed of civilians who arehired as soldiers. At present their only military standing is that they
are draft exempt while they are in the CIDG program. The CIDG consista
tnof the CSF and the MSFp The former are normally recruited to serve in acamp in their own local area. They are familiar with the terrain, local
inhabitants and the political and economic conditions in the area.o The
MSF is recruited and trained an a mobile reaction, reconnaissance and ex-
ploiLtation force. They receive more :Lntensive training and izncentive pay
than the CSF. In addition, 48 percent of this force Is airborne qualifiedo

Their primery mission is to reinforce camps and operations as required and
to conduct separate mobile operations. The RF/PF s.hown here are unly those
advised by US Army Special Forces in its sub-sector role. The 5th SFGk does
not support 4.hem logistically as they are under the Military Assistance
Service Fund programo

6. (S) DUTIES OF THE CCMAINDER: Before the reader can comprehend the
duties of the Commanding Officerg 5th Special Forces Group (Airborne)
(SFGA), he must be familiar with the intricacies of the command. Time
and again, it has been found that US personnel involved with 5th SFGA
activities at field force, USARY and MACV have been ignorant of the scope
of this command and its role. The Commander of the 5th SFGA is under the
command of the Deputy Commanding General, United States Army, Vietnam
,USARV), and under the operational control of the Commander 9 United States
Military Assistance Cormand, Vietnam (COMUSMACV)o He advises Major General
Dean Van Quang, CG, VNSF High Command, in his coamand of the CIDG and exerts
considerable influence over this officer since the CO, 5th SFGA controls
the support for the program: an annmal budget ($139 million$, f69) and a
supply complex of five major logistical installations deployed throughout
RV.o His four principal subordinate commanders are under the operational
control of the Senior US Advisors to the four Vietnamese Corps Commanders
and coordinat, operations with RVN military organizations of all services9
Free World Military Assistance Forces (FwMAP), and conventional US forces0
One other USASF commander, CO, 5th Mobile Strike Force Command (MSFC), is
under the joint command of COs 5th SFGA and CG, VNSF-HCo In addition to
the coordination and cooperation with all elments mentioned above, the CO,
5th SFGA, has a very cloze administrative relationship with the MACV Studies
and Observation Group (MACSOG)p since 754 USASF are OPCON to MACSOG.

7, (C) CIDG PROGRAM:.

a. The CIDG program consists of two principal forces - the Camp Strike
Force (CSF) and the Mobile Strike Force (MSF). The CSF is composed of over
42,000 indigenous personnel recruited from local areas to serve as civilian
paramilitary forces in the general area of the camps for which they are con-
tracted to serve. In many cases, these personnel are of ethnic minority
groups in the more remote regions of RVNo They are under the command of the
VNSF but are keenly aware that they are paid and logistically supported by
the USASFo The 1SF is made up of over ten thousand indigenous personnel
recruited to fight for extended period- of time anywhere in RVNo These troops
are the elite and most consistently reliable forces of the CIDG program. In
theory, the 1SF are commanded jointly by the VRSF and USASFP in practice9 by
USASFo

3
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b. The CIDG soldiers are light infantrymen armed primarily with small
arms, light automatic weapons and light mort.rso They require considerably
less logistical support on the battlefield than is required for the US.
Their light equipment allows them to fight the VC/NVA on their own ground.
They operate best as platoon or company size forces on reconnaissance,
blocking and interdiction operations and on long range (ground) patrols in
force. They are less capable of performing lengthy, heavy attack missions
beyond 10 - 15 days.

c. Inherent in the nature of the program, the CIDG forces are nore vul-
nerable to infiltration by enemy personnel and their sympathizers and by
draft evaders and deserters. Ferreting out these individuals is the respon-
sibility of CG, VNSF High Command who issues CIDG ID cards and performs
security checks and obtains polygraph assistance from 5th SFCu as rvsquired.

d, With the large scale introduction into RVN of ccnventional North
Vietnamese Army (RVA) forces, with their more sophisticated family of wea-
pons, a constant reappraisal of CIDG missions and tactics hav been essential,
Observations of and remedial measures taken by this writer w1ll be included
in this debrief. Pursuant to the scaling down of forces and with the ces-
sation of hostilities possibly more imminent, observations and studies of
this command's efforts in implementing the former requirements and planning
for the latter arc also included.

8. (C) MOBILE STRIKE FORCES:

a. The MSF units provide CIDG camps with their primary means of rein-
forcement. The missions assigned to the MSF commands are:

(1) Constitute CTZ reserve ready raaction force for CMDG camps
threatened or under attack.

(2) Conduct reconnaissance operations in support of RVPAF and FWMAFo

(3) Conduct mobile guerrilla operations.

(4) Conduct battalion size, small scaleg conventional operations.

(5) Conduct raids, ambusheeig combat patrols, and search and clear
operations in designated areas.

(6) Constitute a reaction exploitation force responsive to hard intel-
ligence produced by organic reconnaissance units.

b. Fach Corps is authorized a MSF unit organized under a brigade con-
cept. Each of these brigades is authorized a Headquarters and Servicc
Company, a Reconnaissance Company with special action platoons and Recon
Teams, and two to five battalions of three rifle companies each. USASF

and VNSF B Detachments control each brigade and A Detachments control the
552 man rifle battalions and the recon company°

SECRET
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Foc. During the months of August and September 1968 when seven Special
Forces camps received heavy ground a÷.tack5p 1WN Untz-1 wur. ,:0-m.ALwJ tU,
reinforce battered camps, to relieve enemy pressure on camps by clearing
surrounding areas, and to renapture portions of camps seized by enemy
units. In all cases except Camp Thuong Duc in I Corps, surrounded by ele-
ments of 3 NVA regiments, these MSF units were able to defeat the enemy
attack without requiring conventional US or ARVN units.

do The effective employment of MSF units in each of the CTZs is of
continuous concern to 5th SFGAo These light, mobile fighting forces are
capable of highly successful combat operations when properly employed and
supported. A stud; has been made of the effectiveness of operations con-
ducted by NSF in each of the CTZs for the period I October to 31 December
1968. For example, a comparison between II and III CTZ indicates that the
employment of the 2d NSFC in II CTZ during this period resulted in eighty-
one contacts with only one enemy killed for every four contacts made and an
enemy to friendly kill r&tio of less than one to one. The 3d MSFC in III
CTZ, during the same period of time, had 46 enemy contacts with an average
of five enemy killed per contact and an enemy to friendly kill ratio of
7.7 to one. Of courseg significant differences do exist in military ob-
jectives, economy of force restrictions and density of enemy forces in
these two Corps areas. There areq however, differences in employment tech-
niques and orientation against enemy concentrations that contribute to var-
iations in the degree of military successes achieved0 In II CTZ, the 2d
MSFC was doployed in scattered areas of the CTZD with companies attached to
US units and Task Force South to participate in operations as augmentation
to conventional forces0 The 2d MSFC was never employed as an independent
unit with its own area of operations. The organic reconnaissance compary,
capable of fixing enemy forces and exploiting hard intelligence, has not
been effectively utilized due to inadequate air assets and insufficiently
planned and coordinated employment. In additiong elements of the 2d MSFC,
when deployed to augment conventional forces, were seldom targeted against
areas where hard intelligence could be exploited. The 3d MSFC, on-the
other hand, has alwaya been deployed as an independent unit into separate
areas of operations, with adequate air assets to support the operations of
its recon company, special platoons and rifle battalions in accordance
with approved NSF concepts of employmento Areas of operations assigned the
3d MSFC are based on hard intelligence and independent employment permits
extensive use of organic intelligence and reconnaissance assets to further
develop intelligence exploitation. The flexibilityp firepowerg and capa-
bilities of the 3d NSFC were recently demonstrated during Operation
Centurion VI in War Zone Do Reports were received of anticipated enemy
infiltration through an area of operations being used by a US Long Range
Recon Patrol (LRRP) unit adjacent to the Centurion VI AO. A battalion
from the 3d NSFC was immediately inserted into the AO and placed OPCON to
the US 1st Cav Division. On 24 March, the unit made contact with elements
of the 5th NVA Division attempting to infiltrate into the Saigon - Long
Binh area. The ensuing hattle resulted Uir 190 NVA killed and 80 weapons
captured, as well as a temporary disruption of enemy plans for a concerted
drive toward the Bion Hoa - Saigon area.

5
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a. In June 1968, a close appraisal of the operational techniques of
the CIDG camps revealed inadequate operational guidance, non-standard
requirements for coverage of TAORs and a general tendency to restrict
operations to local aecurityo At that time, the average camp maintained
approximately 20% of its foroe on offensive operations and 10% on local
security outposts° The effective denial of base areas, infiltration
routes, and border crossing sites required the implemerntatiorn of an ag-
gressive patrolling concept. After extensive USASF/VF staff meetings,
a goal was established that each camp should be required to maintain 50%
of its present for duty strength on offensive operations at all times with
the remainder of the CSF personnel performing local security missions 9
camp hardening requirements and administrative duties. This god•-"was mon-
itored and pursued through vigorous command emphasis and on-site accounting
of personnelo As a direct result, the average country-wide percentage of
camp strike force preaent for duty strength on offensive operations climbed
to 35 percent in September 1968 and gradually surpassed the 50 percent goal,
reaching 53 percent in February and 58 percent in April 1969. This program
accounted for greater coverage of camp TiORs; increased contacts and enemy
casualties; added restriction on enemy movement, supply, and base capabili-
ties and brought a general iuj.ovement in the aggressive spirit of the CIDG
forces. A month2y average of 18,000 operations were conducted resulting in
an avarage of 480 contacts with the enemy. During the first eleven months
of my command; 69687 enemy were killed, 738 captured and 5,440 weapons were
captured. Friendly losses were 1,513 killed for a favorable enemy to
friendly kill ratio of 4o,4:1.

be Throughout this period there has been an increasingly favorable
USASF to enemy easulty ratio. The following figures reveal the US to
VC/NVA kill ratio for the previous two years and 1 January - 30 April 1969:

1967 1968 1969

aD VC/NVA US VCIWJA US VC/NVA

KI 1 76 1 98 1 115

CPTR/MA. 1 140 1 107 1 78

Such fisures are an excellent proof for the econonm of force argument that
5th SFGA orovides a means of waindn effective war against the enemy at a
minima cost in American lives. In the output parameter of enemy KIh alone,
9,357 enemy were killed duing 1968 at a cost of only 96 American liveso
Translated into ratios, this means that 98 enemy were killed by CIDG ele-
ments during that period for every American casualty. For the period
I January - 30 April 1969, this ratio stands at 115:1- Conventional US
units, organized primarily as maneuver elements without comprehensive respon-
sibilities in the areas of Civic Action, Pacification and Population Control,
and having well-trained troops with optimu fire support and aviation assets,
usually account for more enemy KIA than equivalent CIDG forces. These enemw
losses, however, take a far greater prcportion of American casualties than Ln

6
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the CIDG nrozram. Looking at II CTZ for an example, Company B, 5th SFGA,
has 600 Americans and approximately 15,000 indigenous personnel. the US
4th Infantry Division has about 18,000 Americans. During March 1969 the

US 4th Infantry Division killed 731 enemy at a cost of 129 Americans KIA
and 563 WIA, for a ratio of enemy to friendly KIA of 5o6:1, The CIDG
elements in II CTZ, during the same period, killed 230 enemy at a cost of
3 Americans KIA and 11 WIA, plus 39 indigenous KIA and 123 WIA. Total
enemy to friendly KIA ratio for Company B during this period was 5.5:1,
iile USASF enemy to friendly KIA ratio was 76.7:1. It should be noted
that the above comparison is a representative example and that some monthly
totals reflect even greater enemy to USASF KIA ratios and, occasionally,
even greater enemy KIAs by Company B elements than by the 4th Infantry
Division.

TABLE 1: COMPANY B vs 4TH INFANTRY DIV, MAR 69

CoB 4th Div

US KIA 3 129

us WIA 11 563

CIDG KIA 39

CIDG WIA 123

Total Frd Cas 176 692

jaeoy KIA 230 731

Enemy Cptr 17 12

bElo Wpos Cptr 62 116

UK to US KIA 76.7:1 5.6a1
Ratio

Enly to Frd Total 5.5:1 5.6-1

In addition to this economy of manpower factor, considerable cost savings
are realized in the equipping and maintaining of a CID soldier as com-
pared to a US soldier. The price of initial issue for a CIDG soldier is
about 71 percent of the cost to equip a US soldier, while daily waintenance,
subsistence and pay runs about 16 percent of the US cost.,

TWE 2: COST COMPARISON - CIDG vs US

__ us

INITIAL ISSUE

$ 22.67 Equipment $ 81o87

124.00 M-' 6 Rifle 124.00
146.67 Total 205.87

7
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CIDG us

$ °55 Base Pay $ 559
.29 Jump Pay 1.83

°29 Combat Pay 2o16

°38 Cost of Living -

- Foreign Duty Pay 030

1.30 Patrol Ration 3.90

2.81 Total 12078

it should be noted that CIDG salariss are considerably less than those
paid to ARVN and RF troops in similar units, almost across the scale of
pa; grades. The productiveness, motivation and responsiveness of these
forces continuously challenged that of their regular army counterparts.

c, The CIDG program has been able to field more than 42,000 fighters
at comparatively little cost in personnel and material to the United
States. It has demonstrated that paramilitary operations could have been
established with a scope potentially greater than that which exists at the
present. The potential is now limited largely by the manpower base of the
GVNo Present manpower requirements of the GVN preclude a force larger
than now exists since the GVN hbs a claim on the desirable manpower ages
of 18 - 24 years and CIDG recruits must be between 24 - 38 years of age.
In 1961, I believe the CIDG program could have consisted of 1009000 CIDG
soldiers, resulting in a more formidable and a more economical force to
serve US objectives.

100 (C) SUMMOARI OF MAJOR COMBAT ACTIOY00

a0 Throughout Vietnam, especially along the borders, are located A
camps manned by small 14-man teams of United States Special Forces and
a similar team of Vietnamese Special Forces who advise approximately a
battalion of indigenous soldierso These camps protect key points which
the enemy must utilize for infiltrating troops and supplieso They con-
stitute a barrier which protects major Vrietnamese population centers,
An attack against a camp is often a prelude to an attack against an im-
portant civilian area or to a buildup around a major military base0 The
smceessful enemy assault on Camp Lang Vei in early February 1968 was an
attempt to draw the noose tighter around the huge Marine base at Khe Sanh.
SimilarYV, the pullout during March 1968 from Camp Kham Duc eliminated
the last government stronghold in western I Corps Tactical Zone and opened
up infiltration routes to the populous coastal areas0

b. Since last June there have been a number of major enemy attacks on
CIDG camps. The following brief summaries narrate some of these attacks
and indicate the importance of the outcome, The most important development
has been the growing ability of Camp Strike Force troops, reinforced by
Mobile Strike Force unitss to defend themselves against enemy attacks with-

8
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out requiring conventional US or ARVN units. The best example of this
promising trend was the battle of Duc Lap in late August when the camp,
with the assistance of NSF from Plelku arn Nha Trang, defeated two NVA
regiments in a pitched battle°

(1) Tien Phuoc, A-102: On tho evening of R. February 1969 the eney
launched widespread coordinated attacks-by-fire and ground probes on popu-
lation centers and military installations throughout Vietnam. These were
designed to coqnewprate the enemyis massive Tot Offensive of 1968 and were
also the beginning of a 1969 Winter-Spring Offensive which sputtered on
and off over the next two months0 Just before zil.Jnight, Camp Tien Phuoc,
which protects the approach routes to Tam Ky city as well as the industrial
complex of the An Hoa area, was hit by 82mm mortar and 122mm rocket fire.
At 0200 hours on 23 February, a camp outpost was overrun by an unknown size
enemy force psrtially composed of female personnelo At dawn the OP was
quickly recaptured by a CSF counterattack supported by camp artillery. At
first it was Uow~t the camp was simply being harrassed by local VC units,
but all operations initiated from the camp met stubborn enemy resistance
from fortified positions0  A POW captured near Tam Ky identified the enemy
as the 70th Main Force Battalion, the 72d Local Force Battalion and the
lot Regiment of the 2d WVA Division0  Two HSF compani.es from Da Nang rein-
forced the camp in late February. Gradually the ground oobtaots and
attacks-by-fire decreased over the next month and the threat to Tien Phuoc
and the nearby urban areas declined. Confirmed results of the numerous
clashes showed 83 enemy killed at the cost of 31 CIDG losto An additional
152 enemy were killed by artillery adjusted by USASFO

(2) Ha Thanh, A-104: Increased contacts in Ha Thanh's TAOR during
early August 1968 and attacks-by-fire with ground probes indicated that
elements of the 3d WVA Division were infiltrating toward the city of Quang
NIgl, the capital of Quang Ngai Province0 If the NVA could overrun or
neutralize this camp, the way to the city would be openo On 23 August,
as part of the Coimunist 6hird gountry-wide Offensive in 19689 outposts
of Ha Thanh were probed by an estimated enemy battalion. One OP wap seized,
but frimndA troops counterattacked and retook it after three hours of
bloody fightingo Results showed 24 VC/NVA killed and 24 weapons captured,
Friend3lr casualties were I CIDG killed and 25 wounded. Enemy forces,
however, continued their buildupo Reinforcements were requested and ele-
ments of the 1st Mobile Strike Force at Da Nang as well as units of the
Americal Division were flown in on 24 August 9 On the night of 25 August,
after a heavy mortar and rocket barrage, two NVA companies launched a
ground attack on the camp. Several sightings of vehicles moving toward
the camp from the 'outhwest were made during the night. These may have
been tanks, which the NVA hat used quite effectively against Camp Lang
Vef Excellent use of camp assets as well as support from AC=130 aircraft
and air strikes drove these vehicles off0 The ground attack was also re-
pulsed, Additional Mobil* Strike Force elements from Nba Trang arrived
on 26 August. Local security and MSF operations made almost continmous
contact with company and battalion *m. eremy unitso Some 40 enemy were
confirmed killed during this period'as opposed to 12 CIDGo. Undoubtedly,
the enemy lost ma more troops from artillery and air strikeso Mortar
and rocket attacks bombarded the camp and surrounding villages until 28
September when the ens withdrew, removing the threat to Ha Thanh and
Quaag Ngi cityo
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(3) Thuong Due 9 A-109: This camp has been an area of relentless and

heavy enemy pressure since it ic located only 15 kilometers from Da Nang,
the second largest city in RVN9 and sits along the main avenue of approach
to that city. The camp's TAOR is crisscrossed by enemy lines of communi-
cations and transportation running from hidden bases in Laos past the camp
to the rich farmlands which oircle Da Nang. Throughout September 1968
enemy forces entrenched themselves in the mountains which overlook the
camp on the north, west and south° On 28 September 9 just after 0200 hours,
elements of the 21st NVA Regiment captured OPs Alpha and Bravo located some
600 meters southwest of the main camp. Their attack was supported by the
l4lst NVA Regiment as well as the 368B NVA Artillery Regiment. Later that
day, camp forces retook the OPs and dest' oyed the enemy forces which tried
to hold. A total of 68 enemy were confirmed killed at the cost of 21 CIDGo
Some fifty enemy weapons were seized. During the next few days enemy forces
occupied several villages around the camp and drove out the civilians. Radio
transmissions monitored on a captured Chinese Communist radio by US Special
Forces indicated that all enemy units were taking high casualties due to air
and artillery0 They had lcst manry top cadre and were desperately calling for
reinforcements and medical supplies° Because of these radio interceptions,
one resupply unit was subsequently caught in the open northwest of camp on
2 October and suffered almost a hundred casualties. Probes against all
freir43lv positions and attacka-lay-fire continued through early October0 By
then, however, it was evident the enemy had abandoned arn thought of assaulting
the camp or of trying to press an attack against Da Nango On 6 October a multi-
battalion US operation entitled MAUI PEAK was launched to mop up enemy resis-
tance. Both ARVN and USNC battalions cooperated, making contact with enemy
units trying to withdraw from the area° A total of 293 enemy were killed by
ground forces and another 127 by air, while only 34 friendly soldiers were
killed and 79 wounded0 Enemy figures were confirmeA by American count0
Operation MAUI PEAK relieved the pressure on Camp Thuong Due and the enemy
retreated to hidden base areas0

(4) Ben Soig A-136: This camp is another link in the chain of CIDG
camps protecting Tay Ninh city0 It also lies near major enemy infiltration
routes just across the Vietnamese-Cambodian border and thus can monitor
enemy movement 0 Besides this strategic importance9 Ben Soi is also signif-
icant because in July 1968 it was turned over to sole VNSF control0 On 25
August, just after midnight, the camp was shelled by enemy 82mm and 60rm
mortars. An hour later two enemy battalions of the 271st VC regiment at-
tempted to pierce a defense of outposts surrounding the camp° Effective
4.2 inch mortar and artillery support along with stiff friendly resistance
broke the enemy attack0 Two CIDG were killed and one VNSF died later of
woundS. Although the enemy dragged away a considerable number of their
casualties, 29 bodies were found during sweeps the following day° Enemy
pressure continued against the camp throughout the next month and only sub-
sided in late September as the enemy's Third Offensive of 1968 petered out0
The significance of the Ben Soi battle was that a camp solely operated br
the Vietnamese Special Forces was able to defeat a major engm attack0

(5) Ben Het, A-244: From 23 February to 3 March 19699 this camp re-
ceived heavy attacks-byofiro and ground probes0  The camp lies in the "tri-
border area" where Cambodia, Laos and the Republic of Vietnam meeto The
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headquarters of the B3 Front9 tasked with responsibility £Pr all enemy
activity in the highlands, is located here, Important infiltration
routes, passing through the campus TAOR9 connect the '"Ho Chi Minh" trail
with secret base areas deep inside Kontam Provinceo The enemy made little
attempt to hide their buildup around the camp so that friendly forces were
able to prepare for the upcoming attack. To counter a possible tank threat,
anti-tank mines had been placed along a key highway into the area0 On the
night of 3 March an estimated NVA battalion supported by five PT-.76 tanks
from the 202d NVA Armor Regiment and extensive mortar and artillery fire
launched an attack on the west hill of Ben Heto The camp received 639
rounds of mixed artillery and mortar fire0 The tanks drove straight up the
key highway into the mine field& Nwo tanks struck mines and were immedi-
ately disabled0 Camp weapons supported by Allied artillery and TAC air
then destroyed these. The remainder of the tanks had to retreat0  One bat-
talion of ihe 2d MSFC was subsequently inserted into the area to relieve
pressure on the camp, The results for the nine days of fighting were 45
Communists killed along with the two PT-76 Russian tanks destroyed. Four
USASF and ten MSF/CSF were killed°

(6) Dak Seang, A-245: On 18 August 1968 the first major enemy attack
within II CTZ in over 100 days was launched. Elements of the 101D NVA
Regiment shelled the camp with mortars and B-40 rockets at 0330 hours0
Three enemy companies assaulted tho west wall while a reinforced company
hit the east wallo Twenty minutes later the enemy withdrew9 only to renew
the assaults at 0425 and this time they breached the perimeter wire0  Sky-
spots were requested and gunships and an AC-47 were enrouteo Air support
was late in arriving because tUWe-eather was foul with low visibility, fogs
rain, and a strong wind, The enemy withdrew at 0450 hours. The AC-47 ar-
rived at 0435 and gunships a few minutes later0 The latterý however, were
forced to withdraw because of the weather0 Artillery and air assets fired
on enemy withdrawal routes. Total results were 41 NVA killed9 20 captured,
and 55 small arms and 14 crew-served weapons seized. Friendly losses were
four CSF killed and one USASF 9 two VNSF 9 and four CSF wounded. Though the
camp protects the northern approach to Kontum city9 the enemy's reason for
attacking may simply have been to gain a quick victory using darkness and
bad weather as protection against superior Allied air and artillery support0
The significance of the battle was that an A camp was able to repulse a
major ground attack with a minimum of outside assistance0

(7) Duc Lap, A-239: At 0130 hours on 23 August 19689 Camp Duc Lap
received a ground probe from the 95C NVA Regiment supported by intensive
mortar and rocket fire, At the same time9 two battalions of the 320th
WA Regiment assaulted Government District Headquarters some six kilometers
west of the camp. The 66th Regiment supported thest attacks0  The camp and
District Headquarters had long thwarted Communist inf~iltration from the Nam
Lyr base area in Cambodia into the highlands of the Republico Duc Lap es-
pecially protected the southwestern approaches to Ban Me Thuot city0 At
dawn on 23 August, the camp forces found that they were surrounded by well
equipped 9 heavily armed WA soldiers. Two companies of the 2d Mobile
Strike Force from Pleiku were heli-lifted north of the campo They were
driven back after attempting to assault fortified enemy positions on the
heights northeast of the camp° That night 9 after a fierce three hour
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battle, enemy units seized the smaller northern hill of the camp and began
an assault or. the main hillo On 24 August the two Pleiku MSF companies,
joined by a third9 tried to-break the siege. One company got through into
the camp and reinforced the defenderso The other two companies withdrew
to hills northwest of campo Early on 25 August the enemy made a last des-
perate attack to Uake the camp. Rallied by the Americans and Vietnamese
Special Forces soldiers9 the CIDG forces held on. During the morning two
companies of the Nha Trang Mobile Strike Force landed two thousand meters
west of Due Lap. Immediately they marched fVr the camp and entered through
the only approach still open at the southwest corner, After a quick brief-
ing, the Nha Trang companies assaulted the enemy entrenched on the small-
hill. The two Pleiku companies 9 advancing through the gate on the west,
joined the assault. For five hours the Mobile Strike Force pressed forward
against bitter enemy resistance0 Finally, at 1900 hours; the last enemy
soldiers had either been pushed out of the camp or killed.. Throughout the
entire battle of Duc lap District and camp, 839 enemy were confirmed killed
while only 117 friendly soldiers were lost. The attack against Duo Lap
easily rivaled the attacks against Camps Ashau, Lang Vei and Khsm Dueo In
these earlier battles the enemy had been victorious since camp forces were
not strong e:nough to hold out 9 and Allied units either could not or would
not reinforce the CIDG soldiers0 Camp Duc lap dfd require artillery/air
assistance9 but no other troops were needed except the Mobile Strike Forces
which are an inherent part of the CIDG program. The battlti definitely
proved the worth of the MSF concept of having mobile reaction units capable
of moving rapidly and in force to threatened areas0  The camp itseVt ac-
counted for 303 enemy casualties at a cost of six USASFo Certainly this
fifty-to-one ratio demonstrates the high economy of force which the 5th
SFGA provideso

(8) Katum9 A.322m This camp forms pa:t of the protective ring of
western III CTZ for the key city of Tay Ninh9 province capital and home
of the Cao D~ii. a very influential Vi•+,.'.• politico-religious sect0
At 0110 hours on 18 August as part of the ThL.rd Offensive. Katum was
attacked by the 5th VC Sapper Battalion armed with AK-47s, B-10 rockets,
RPG.2 rockets9 82mu mortars, O,=mm rockets, CS agents and sma.l arms.
Dressed in black shorts and camouflaged jacke--: the enewy penetrated
the outer berm of the star-shaped camp. Forced to retreat once by over-
whelming friendly firepower, they regrouped and attacked again. After
ten hcurs of see-saw battleg the cam, forces threw back the invaders who
withdrew to the northwest leaving 56 of their comrades daad. Friendly
losses were ;.6 killed0 Unfortunatelyg some 15 ýivillan dependents of
the camp soldiers had also been killed by enemy fire0 Throughout the
next week the enemy pounded the camp with 82 mortars and 122mm rockets0
During one ten minute period o*,rr 150 rounds of 82mm mortar fire hit
within the perimeter0 The camp was reinforced first by one CSF company
from Camp Trang Sup9 then later by the First Battalion of the 3d Mobile
Strike Force0 During the last part of Augast and all of September enemy
attacks-by-fire attempted to wear down the defenders and destroy their
morale0 On 25 September at 0255 the camp came under heavy mortar and
rocket attack0  Approximately 110 RPGs were fired at frienrly positions0
Enemy troops9 again from the 5th VC Sapper Battalions, began a determined
ground assault at 0330 hours and the northwest star point of -:%e camp
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was seized at 034_. The VC then b6gan using flame throT•ers and satchel
chargas on the bunkers* The camp 105mm howItzer fired poirst blank into
the s-Ar point. Supported by this as well as by the caamp mortars9
friendly troops counterattacked and drove the VC out at a bsa of only
12 CSF killed and 17 wounded0  Communist casualties were !41 dead and
nine captured. Four enemy flame throwerso 35 .AX-47s 9 two radios9 six
RPGsg two mAchinegunsg 10 bangalore torpedoes, 1 000 pounds cf o
tions, and i o00O B-40 rockets were saized. Ihis decisive allied viz_
tory ended the threat to the camp.

(9) Thien Ngons A-323. This camp prote.'-:s the south-eastern approach
to Tay Nina city as well as routes leading -oward Saigcn. On the night of
27 September 1968, the camp began xeceiving sporadic rocket and mortar
fire. At 2200 hours the fire increased. Between midn.Ight 3:-.d 0430s two
enemy battalions of the 9th VC Di'ision three times launched groc.ns attacks9
twi8ce against tlhe nor-fl&ast sies of the camp and on.e against the south-
east. Eath attack began witr rockets and mcrtar barrages. Then sapper
squads racee into the %ire and tried to brea-t !an"s for the following in-
fantry, Almost from the beginning cl 1h attai AC-30 and AC-7. ships
were on station9 If-tting out a steacy rain of fire apon the enemy. Other
support inclnued '75mm artilleý-yq the Z.er 0n m0ym howitzer in the camp9
a VN flareship and a FAC overhead to coordinate fire. TAC air and artillery
continued to chew up the enemy as they tried to retreat at dawn° Friendly
losses were 5 CSF killed while 8 CSF and 4 US art.iler7ymen were wounded.
The enemy lost 114) killed and 3 captured. Also 3ei.ed were 50 AK assault
riflas, I 57am recoilless rifle 9 two Chinese Communist radios, 20 RPG
launchers and one 6 0mm mortar. The sue.esf! defense of the camp plus
the large numoer of casualties inflicted or, tne enemy thwarted VC/NVA plans
To attAck Tay Ninho

(102 loa Ni, A..-3o11. Located nc:-th of Siigon, this border camp
blocks enemf irfiltratior from secret bases in Cambodia along routes such
as the Serges Jungle Highway into War Zons Dp a long time Communist strong-
hold. Beginnir.g on 9 August 1968 agan'h reports indicated NVA units were
building up along the CLmbodian barder north and west of the camp. Enemy
t-oops in propaganda 'alks to outlying villagers boasted they would overrun
Lot Nihr camp and fly their flag over it. On :8 August at 0115 hours, a
batta.lon -ompose- of elements from the 165thi ard 141st Regiments of the
"7th NVA Divisi-n at'tacked the camp wizh 57am recoilless rifles , 122mm
rocketsq 60=m mor arsq small arms, and B,-40, rockets, Contact was broken
at 0233o then -newed at 0500 hours. Poor weather hampered air support,
"tr --hg attack was repa.sed :y 0630 hours. Throughout the following day
.amp forc, •'.pt the area ary pashed back the enemy. Tta'i night at 0105
hours , an estimated reinforced company assaulted t=e camp and attempted to
breach the wire at the northwest cornero They were driven Lacko Contact
continued with the enemy until 22 Augusto Elements from :he 11th Armored
Cavalry Regiment and the 1st Brigade of the US ist Infantry Division assisted
in mopping up enemy remnants. A totazl o.f 6! enemy were killed Wy camp forces
who lost 4 men dead and 24 wornded, Intelligence reports indicated that a
-considerab'ly greater numrber of enemy casualtios were carried away and buried
in rear assembly areas,
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1i, (C) TRAINING;

ao Combat Oriertatior Course (COC)• On 8 April 1968 the first 5th
SFGA RVN Combat Orientation Course was opened. This is a 12 day course
for all 5th SFGA replacement persomnelg except sergeants major and field
grade officers, and is conducted by the MACV Recondi School. The course
became necessary due to the input of non-Special Forces qualifed replace-
ments from USARV as well as the increasing number of junior officers and
NCOs without combat experience. Training is given in map reading , medical
techniques, VC tactics9 Project Sonjial, evasion and escape g mines and
booby-traps, VC expedient booby-traps and the VNSF/USASF counterpart re-
lations. To support this course and keep it current 9 a system of individ-
ual training records, student critiques and staff visits to deployed de-
tachments was ini-tiated. The course has beew revised three times since
its opening and revision will continue to be made as new requirements from
the fie2d are identified. From 4 June 1968 until 25 April 1969, 415
officers and 10557 enlisted men have completed the COCo

b. Basic Airborne Course (BAC). Authorization was received on 12 March
1968 to conduct basic airborne training for non.qualified 5th SFGA person-
nol. Detachment B-51 at Dong Ba Thin has trained 1s,401 personnel from
4 June 1968 through 25 April 1969o The current maximam input of the US
Basic, Airborne Course at Dong Ba Thin is thirty students. Each time the
BAC is conducted, there are more applications submitted than can be accepted
by 5th SFGAo

co MACV Recondo School: The MACV Recondo School continued its mis-
sion of training selected personnel from US and FWMAF units in the special
techniques and skills necessary to conduct suacessful long range recon-
rAissance operations in South.Vietnamo From 4 June 1968 until 25 April
19699 813 students completed the course out of s1i09 students that started,
The MACV Recondo School has added the following facilitiess: an outdoor
classroom capable of seating 100 personnel, a boat house for RF-15s, student
dayroom, water tower9 additional billeting space for cadre9 a -earahouse and
a recons':ru.ted defense system. The POI has been extensi-vely revised and
made more comprehensive. The students have also been allocated more time
for individual study. Student losses for various reasons are aboat 12o8%
compared to 40% in June 1968,

&o Mobile Strike Forte T'raining Center:o The MSFTC at An Khe piloted
its first' MlF company through a three week refresher course beginning on
3 February i969. The MSFTC is currently capable of trai-irg th,!ee companies
in one training cycle and can billet a totýal of eix companieso To date it
has trained a total of three CSF companies &d one YSF company, totaling
511 personnel.

e. Vietnamese Armed Forces Language School (AFIS): This command on
numerous occasions has attempted to procure qualified in cerpreters for the
CIDG program. The ALIS quotas for ARVN NCOs assigned to 5th SFGA is insuf-
ficient to support present operational requirements0 To rectify this sit-
uationg the VNSF.HC and the 5th SFGA have asked and received permission to
tIPoja-t SonjLa is a miae emplacing program jesigrned for enar-j trail and base
area in'.eniition; mines having timed self-destruct a&- anti-Sisturtance
featureso
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send VNSF and CIDG personnel to the Vietnamese Armed Forces language School
in Saigon every month for twellve mo~jths besginning January 1969. This course
of instruction is approximattely eighteen weeks in duration. To dates, 38
VNSF anid 76 CIDG students have bee.i, enrolled in the AFLS. The first class
enrolled on 13 January 1969 is tentati~rely s.ýheduled to graduate on 14 June
1969.

'o VNSF and CIDG Trainingo, VINSF trxaining and CIDG advanced training
at Dong Ba Thin has continued without a major organizational change during
the period 4 Juns 1968 through 25 April 1.969. F'rograms of instruction ard
lessor. plans have t~een revised and updated to reflect changing weapins; anid
requiremerz.ts The lesson plans of the for-owing courses are currentl.y be-
ing translated into &'.glish to datermi_'ne needed updating and revision:
CIDG Leadership Cotu?,e, Com!bat Reconnaissance Platoon Course (CR?) and the
Camp Commanders Course (CCC). The CCC has continuous command emphAsis in
order to insure that the course is corndursted in an efficient manner. The
major problem in the CCC is following the t-naireng schedule and having
the VNSF instructors present on tae platform at the prescribed time. On
many occasi.:nt ins~t~r_-ctxrs from the VNSF-HC and the VNSF C De-ýaehmenkts fail
to show up for olasses they are to teach, thus the class is cancelled. The
cl!Asses that are presented are presetted well.. The efficlency of the VNSF
instructors eoes net carry over to instruc-tion pr_'esentedj ':o the CIDG
Leadersiiip Ccu,.se and the Comhca-% Reconnaissance Platoon Course. in the
case of both courses, too often classes scheduled for fifty minutes are
presented in thirty minutes. This probclem results from a lack of inter-est
on the part of the VNSF training center cadre that are in responsible pos-
itions tox ins~ure that instruction is presented well. At the present time
bot't courses are being monitored '.:y USASF personnel on & 100% basis.
Problems that arise are being brought to the immediate attention of the
VNSF training committee chiefs and the CGs, VNSFHC. At the time of this
writing, VNSF and CIDG training at Dong Ba Thin-r is of prime concern to me
and I believe this situation will be rectified prior to my departure.
The establishment of training centers for the CIDG Camp Strike Forces at
To Chau (11V CTZ) and Trang Sup (III CTZ) have brought .-ewards from the
tzaining of CIDG commensurate with the effort expended. The same is tru~e
of the training of Mobile Strike Forces at An 1(he. The regional training
cernters reduce lost time for travel and permit training adapted to the
terra!in in which the CIDG will operate0 The emphasis that has 'been placed

on trainid-ng of Combat Reconnaissance Platoons has improved the intelligence
gathe-__ng of the CIDG and in, establishing contact with the enemy. Theem
phaais on training of POIWAR teams for the camps has been of great value
in improvtng CIC morale, motivation and indoctrination0

12, (C) AV:ATION SUPPORTs

a. Helicoptur Supports The 5th SFGA, which advises the VNSF and
influences ithe equivalent combat strength of four ARVN divisions in re-
mote locations thro-ughout RVN, has no organic aviration assets0 Through-
out the reporting period command & liaison, light resupply, personnel
transportation, and to some extent, tactical operations ha~ve been ham-.
pered by the lack of sufficient light Armny aviation support0 A small
amount of aviation support is allocated by MACV for daily use of 5th SFQA
as fo:.owS:0
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(1) Company C with ono MSFC and nilne A Detachments receives two UH-1
helicopters,

(2) Company B with one MSFC 9 three B Detacnients and nineteen A De-
tachments receives two UH-1 helicopters. One UI-A and one UH-1 are provided
by IFFV above the MACV directed commitment daily.

(3) Company A with one hSFCs three B Detaclime~nts and fif teen A Deo
tachments is allocated two UH-1 helicopters. Each of these helicopters
are limited to six hours of operation per day.

(4) Company D with one MSFC9 .two B Detachments and Twelve A Detach-
ments receives two UHI- helicopters0  To operate at maximr-a efficiency,
each I and C Detachment requires at least one helicopter for command,
liaison and light resupply missions daily. Helicopters for tactical oper-
ations are allocated by the OPCON Field Force/Corps depending on the
mission and priorities0 Support varies greatly for these operations from
Corps to Corps and operation to operationo The MSFCs oper&te most effic-
iently when provided adequate aviation support0  Generally9 the minimum
requirement for an operation employing the reconnaissance companies is
four UH-1 helicopters and two gunships.

b. Light Aviation Support. Two UR-1 helicopters are provided HQ, 5th
SFGA daily. These helicopters are limited to use in the II CTZo Two U-11
Otters are provided daily by IFFVo One is used as a courier to two of the
four C Detachments daily and the other supports the remainder of the Group
staff9 Detachments B-529 B&51s B-359 B&57 and the Mobile Strike Force
Training Centser at An Kheo Each of these U-4.As fly more than 125 productive
hours monthly in support of 5th SFGA.o Vhile their support is irrtaluable,
they are not suitable as transportation for the commander and key staff per-
sennel because of their slow cruising speed , limited us6 in marginal weather
and present full u*.*lization on essential missions.

c. Tactical Airlift Supporto. The numbe:- of C_7As supporting 5thSFGA
logiscical operations has been reduced from eleven to eighto On ooc:asion
there has been a backlog of supplies at Co C in Da Nang due to insufficient
C-7A support. Company D in IV Corps needs t3 supplement USAF airlift with
CH-4? supports since seven of its A Detachments do not have airfields0 IV
Corps provides this support only on a sortie by sortie basiso Occasionally9
a.dequate CH-4ri support was not provided on a timely basis0 A block of CH-47
time allocated per day wou2d be a preferred arrangement. A similar problem
with CH-1r support exists in I Corps. Most CIDG camps and runways were
built with the idea that the C_7A would be the airlift for resupply opera-
tions. Should the USAF fail to replace the C4A with an aircraft with equal
short field capabilites or fail to mair.tain an adequate number of C_7As a
major construction effort will have to be initiated to lengthen Special
Forces runways.

d. Tactical Air Support: Sufficient Tactical Air Support (TAC Air)
is available in RVNo In an effort to make subordinate units use more TAC

Air, especially pre-planned air , command enphasis has been placed in thi.
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area. With a view towards having a Forward Air Controller (FAC) in support
of every B Detachmentp the number of USAF FACs suppor.irng the Group have
been increaied, The overall use and employment of TAC Air by the 5th SFGA
has improved significantly within the pist year.

ea Airfields The airfield is the CIDG camps, link with its supporting
Forward Supply Point (FSP)o The 5th SFGA has primary responsibility for the
c.ontrol and maintenance of forty-four airfielbs located at CIDG camps through-
out RVNo A joint directive has been published and distributed to the units
toncerned outlining responsibilities and criteria for the control and main-
tenance of Special Forces airfields. US units ope,•ating in A Detachment TAORs
occasionally cause an airfield supporting a camp to be closed by driving
tracked vebi.;les over the rurmay p damaging the surface, or by constructing
fences, bunkers or emplacing artillery in such a way as to present an obs a
cle to aircraft* In any case9 these airfields must be kept operational at all
times to ensure the line of communications is never broken.

-5 (C) INTELLIGENCE-

a. The following ware the major causative factors for t"he insurgency
•-i RVN•

(1) The ultimate goal of the Communists of overthrowing the government
oi South Vietnam and taking control of' the entire countryo

'2) The historicai pattern of the exploitation of the peasant class by
J•foreign eleme:nts and elite domestic politicslj, economic and lo:al groupse

K3) Fallire of the GVN to establish effective control throughout. the
.ountry ard win xapport as the force haiving the welfare of the people as

:•s major goal.

b. Since there are numerous available oaports crid studies on irsar
gen:.ý in RVN9 it is only nece,4%ary here to examine certain areasv

(!i) nsurgent Crganizationo Control is 8xercised by the Central
O~ffcs of Soath Vietnam (COSVN) and its su'oordinate organlza-ions and
directed by Hanoi down to the village cell leader. While communications
qzg quite effec-.Uve at higher levels, they tend to break or slow down at
lowae levels, Neverthelessq through strong political and military influ-
en~e and North Vietr.mese direction g control at all levels remains rcason-
A:,ly _effectiveo

(2) Comma:d and Control of Field Forces; North Vietnamese Army (NVA)
units ha-ve greatly improved their command and control pricedare, There is
now a much more unified cent-ý.al control of all NVA units in Sout. Viet.am9
and increasingly since November 1968, there have been major relocations of
units friom one area to another. This increased control has been dictated
.i- large mes.une by the increased political aspects of the struggle since

the bombing halt in November 1968 ard the continuation of the Paris Peace
Taixo. VC Mairn Force (MF) units are often suoordinated to NVA units and
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benefit froy" .heir organization and are oft6n augmented by NVA personnel.
"• Local Force fLF) units are still the weakest controlled tpt have been
utilized quite effectively in exercising control over the contested areas9
gatclering food a&, taxing the people.

(3) Mlitsry Trends of the Past Twelve Monthsg Afte. the abortive
May 1968 offensive, the enemy was for-ed to pause and undertake major re-
supply and replacement activities primarily in out-of_-Žountry sanctuaries.
This period of lull c:ntinued for almost three months with the enemy con-
s &n-Q!y producing propaganda to the effect that a !tew offensive was immi-
nent. In August the enemy launched significant attacks directed against
population centers and military installations0 These attacks were9 however 9
largely witho..t suocess and again proved very costly to the enemy. During
"zhese attacks,, Special Forces camps at Dak Seang and D.o Lap were selected
by the enemy as targets of propaganda value0 While the attack against Dak
Seang never reached serious proportions, largely due to employment of youn- 9
poorly trained NVA personnel, the enemy made a prolonged and very costly
attempt against Duo Lap 0  Since his defeat there aid at Katum, Ha Tharnh and
Thuong Dic9 his activities around the •aups have greatly decreased. Although
the enemy continued To maintain his for-es and remain in pSitlons which
threatened major objectives in 19 II ard IV Corps, it was in II1 Corps that
he concentrated his forces. Border camps Y-,.-h as Katum have oezr. th- Target
of constant and frequently quite !.eavy attacks-by-fire to contain personnel
in the damps as the enemy moved his forces in and out of country. In the
month of Novembers once again preceded by a major propaganda campaign, the
enemy launched his Third Offensive or Winter-Spring Campaign. The announce-
ment of the bombing halt in November and the subsequent prelimimary agree-
ments _n the Paris Peace Talks resulted in the emergence of the political
factors to a position overshadowing the military0 Activity remained at the
reduced level until late February when the so-called Final Phase of the
Wiut.er.-Spring Offensive was launched0  For the first week the enemy con-
&..-te&d wid-s'reaad attacks-by-fire against both population centers and major
military it-nallations° Several Special Forces camps were threatened but
tie enemy cid rnot attempt to overrun camps at this time0  , early March
tL.e enemy deployed PT-76 tanks against Ben Heat Two of the tanks were
immiob!lized by AT mlnes and destroyed ty US tankc and artillery fire from
Ben Heto Major fato-rs responsible for the lack of enemy success during
the past i2 month! ares

(a) The failure to win the support of the people, especially in
uroar areas*

(b) The increasing ability of the Free World Military Assistance
Force (FWM&F) to protect the populace and conduct operations against
enemy buildups a-nd base areas.

(W) The enemy's extreme vulnerability to allied air and artillery
strikes.

id) The continuous heavy losses ii men and material which FWMAF have
inflicted on the enemy at every opportunity.
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(e) The snifting of major objectives to ;he politicaI/diplomatie
sph ee At present -t is probable that the enemy will attempt to main-
t-&in hi.s forces in present locations wnere they threaten primary targets
kespecially Safgox)o He will continue to make ccontact lo attrit FWMAF
fcrcss and await fa,-oratle political de-0'elopmen's.

(4) Weapons and Equipment• Durr.ng the past 12 months the enemy has
male !1gni.l:ant improvements in his arms and equipment. Although he has
not ye- mace -aide use of it,, he now has a hslicopter capability° There
have been numerous sightings and reports of enemy helicopters from ., II
and III Corps. Analysis indicates that he has used these aircraft in a
command and control role, conducting limited recornaissance, and in some
cases for aerial resupply. He has also demonstrated an armor capability.
PT--,5 tankas, as previously mentioned, were used in March 1969 on the attack
of Ben Heo 0. There have also been frequent reports of enemy armor in I and
!I Corps as well as in Laos and Cambodia. He now has a 105mm Howitzer
capabilityo He has made extensive use of 122mm rockets and mortars9 and
there hae been a significant number of reports of even larger rockets
and artillery pieces° In I Corps,, 122mm towed artillery pieces have been
captaredo The enemy's antiaircraft artillery capability nas increased
.ignificantly and he has +Aken a heavier toll of allied aircraft , partic-
ularly helicopters, Although his main AA capability is the 12,7=m9 he
also nas 23)m and 37mm weapons. Use of the 57rm and 85mm have also been
rep.orteso He has also used the B-40 rocket quite effectively in an anti-
aircraft role, The enemy has continued to improve existing road networks
ard constract new ones. These activities have tAken place primarily along
border areaa in I Corps and III Corps ard to some extent in west.ern II
Cc.rp: 0  He has increased his use of mowor vehicles to move -sroaps and sup•
plies- reports hawit also indicat;ed ";hat on o-.casion troops hale been flown
to ou ;of-country base areas from North Vietnamo He has maintained and
iijp•ov•i ,hesa out-of-count.-y bases and s%^ging areaso

.3) Movement Trendsg The trend of ma-or movement has bee-, from North
t, Soath wita units going p.-imarily into Zi Corps via Laos and Cambodia.
D]ring tree past !0 months enemy irfiltratioi into III Corps has been con-
'ta.nuouso Se'--en NVA regimezts have relocated from Il Corps during this
p-sriodo These regingrts were organized to xorm the ist NVA Div-ision and
tc re±.nfor.%r .ne 5,h and 7to NVA Divisions. The large troop movements
we:e geners.lly reported to move along -che Cambodian border from the II
Corps bounda_'y to Carp Dac Hue. From NW and captured documents 9 it has
been not3d tat the primary staging areas for infiltration are the Nam Lyr
base area, along the Adams Road complex9 and the Serges Jungle Highway for
mnement into Blnh Long Pr-ovince and Phuc Long Provine 1e, as well as War
Zý.ne C. tý is suspected that the i':st NA Divialon -ravelled along Route
.31 in Cambodia and infiltrated into I-- Corps in the "Fishhook" area.
The major i-filtration route usea in Cambodia runs along Route 131, Route
7 and then to Route 24, This route consists mainly of hard-wrface high-
way and enables the enemy to move troops and supplies into the Corps at
a rapid rate, At present there are approximately 60,000 to 659000 VC/NVA
troops throughout III Corps and its border areas, The massive increase
of troops over the past 10 months clearly shows that the III Corps area
is the onemy's primary objective, Infiltration of nor. NVA units is ex-
petted to continue at an even higher rate than in previous months.
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'I) The Year --f June 1968 through June '-969 was a period of tremen-
dous growth and improvement in the intelligence ccllectlon operations of
the 5th SFGAo Prior to June 1968, intelligence collection was haphazard,
with lit':le uniformlty in methods and procedures employed in the widely
dispersed detachments of the Group. Emphasis on, and appreciation of, the
value of intelligence varied considerably from unit to unit, and the number
of personnel assigned to intelligence collection was nct adequate to cope
with the increasing respor~sibilities.

(2) In June 1968, after a thorough review of the entire inte.ligence
program wi°thin the 5th SFGA9 increased command emphasis was placed on better
implementation and fall exploitation of programs and systems already in
effect and the development of new methods ani new areas to improve the
efficieacy and expand the capabilities of Lhe intelligence efforto

(3) The inittial review and analysis showed that while programs for
operational planning9 source administration, and intelligenre funds con-
trol had *.-een estatlished, they had not been put into effect in all de-
tachments and were not being closely monitored. In June 19 68, the 5th
SFGA hsd 584 coded agents working in 41 co!l ec•ion and 4 :oun_-intel_
ligence cperations and they produced 806 Intelligence iraformation Reports.
Operation plansp which nake continuity of opezations possible in this en-
vironment where frequent turnover resalts from loss or rotation of per-
sonnel 9 were found to be outdated and badly I= need of revision, or else
nonexistent for those operations. Alsý, mai-y of the intelligence opsrations
were found to exist orly on paper.

(4) It was found that a number of deaýchments were ho7 following the
procedure for source admiristration which had been established in -the in-
terest of operational and personnel securi;'y. Furthermore, the system
for accounting for intelligence funds expended by the detachments provided
only a very general picture of what we were getting for our money. Nega-
tive reports wsre not required, so that funds could accrae from month to
month resulting often in unnecessarily large amounts of cash on hand and
causing f•? ÷"s niama-Agimanto

(3) A vigorous program to improve the efficiency of intelligence
operations was initiated. A requirement to plan and implement an aggres-
sive collection operation was levied on all detachments with a collection
-apability9 and all detachments were required to plan and initiate counter-
intelliger.ce cperationd. A suspense date o.- i5 August 1968 was given for
the submission oi iperation plans c.vering each of the new operations and
the updatin-g of old plans for existing operations. The existing regula'
tions covering source administration i colleition operations and funds con-
trol were revised to set more effecti-e procedures and give more precise
guidance on these matters. A new system for accounting for intelligence
funds was established9 a system which incorporated source administration,
colleoTior operations and intelligence funds information into one report
form9 tnus reducing the paperworc requirement at the operational level and
at the same time providing all the information required for effective mon-
itoring of those functions.
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(6) Th .... -aii vu Frugrain- was carried oat with great success and
Yesulted in a vas'ly imp.-oved and highly effective intelligence collection
organization, At the end of 19689 the 5th SFGA ha3 195i9 coded agents

working in 79 collection and 91 counter:n-telligence operations. They pro-
duced 19880 Irformation Reports (IRs) in the last month. This is an in-
crease of 935 agenitsp 38 collection and 8? counterintelligence operations,
and 1 074 IRs over the figures of a year ago. The fig.ares given become
even more meaningful when considered in light of the fact that the number
of operational camps of the 5th SFGA has been reduced, In the past year
the 5th SFGA Intelligence Program has grown in quantity as well as qual-
ity. However 9 with the coatinued assignment of school trained Intelli-
gence officers and enlisted men, the command emphasis has shifted to
quality. An aggressive re-evaluation and analysis of each coded agent
and his Intelligence Reports has been inaugurated. With this re-evaluation
and continual monitoring, nonproductive agents will be eliminated, result-
ing in an even more productive intelligence effort.

(a) With the assistance of Military Intelligence Augmentation unitsi,
the intelligence collection orgarization of this command has been signif.
icantly expanded ar represented by the following:

MAY 1968 APRIL 1969

Number of coded agents 584 19519

Collection operations 41 79

Counterintelligence operations 4 91

-nformation reports produced 806 19880

(b) Polygraph operations have been expanded so that a facility is
now located with each C Detachment. From June 1968 to the present, the
ose of polygraph has identified 938 VC/NVA, of which 255 have been neuo
"-._ aliiz.ed (apprehended,, KIA)o

nea SOA Det B-,5", 5th SFGA, through the use of An&e field stations
near the Cambo.dian border, is credited with collecting fifty to sixty
8-e1ens of all information reported under the Black Beard program, Teams

of three or four men collect information under the cover of CA/PO Augmen-
tatioan teams z: A Detachments.

44. (C) STANDARDIZATION OF AND COMPLIANCE WITH PROCEDURES, Soon after
my a~s-rnption of command9 it was determined special comiiand emphasis must
be directed in two areas - standardization of and compliance with existing
pro-sdures. On my orientation trips to Vietnam, it became evident that
the CIDG camps were not developing or operating acco.rding -o a common
standard for administrationg logistics, defensep offensive operations,
intelligence, etc.
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a. I re=ommended that a joint VNSF!USASF Command Readiness Team (CRT)

be establi4shed and 'his was accepted 'by CG, VNSF High Command. The next
step was to develop checklists and establish the initial standardso USASF
personnel with considerable experience in RVN with A Detaclhments and highly
qualified it. the va.,ious Special Forces 9 administration and logistics skills
were formed into two teams. The VNSF-HC provided a Major, their Inspector
General 9 who headed a similar group for the VNSF composed of V'NSF personnel,
In the first cycle of inspections, 54 A Detachments were inspected. Thirty-
six detachments were considered satisfactory and eighteen were found to be
unsatisfactory. Seven B Detachments were inspected of which five were sat-
isfactory and two unsatisfactory0  The first cycle of inspections wag con-
ducted from 7 August 1968 to 15 December 1968. In oamps where the VNSF
oamp commander was at fault 9 his relief was recommended. Detachment B-24 9
with such sensý.tive locations as Dak Seang, Dak Pek and Ben Het•, had the
moa- unsatisfaato:y camps. Common and gross Aeficiencies noted i.n many camps
were inoperative weapons, especially crew-served camp defense weapons, no
intelligence zýceration plans, no underground antenna1 , and no emergency food
and water supplies. In some campsg the USASF A Detachment Commanders were
considered ineompetent and were replaced. The second cycle was started on
A6 January 1969 with application of higher sxandards than were applied in
the first cycle of inspections. As of 15 April 1969p thirty-six A Detach.
ments had been inspected with only fiva receiving an unsatisfactory rating.
The Inspections , all unannounced9 determine after a 48 hour appraisal, the
operating efficienoy of the C(IG force9 their commander 9 and their advisors.
Battle tips and lessons learned are passed on from the inspeotion team to
,amp personnel. Deficiencies are Corrected on the spot by the CRT where
praýticable. Thus9 the inspection team does more than Just evaluate the
detaohman-o It serves ab a training vehicle for camp Special Forces per,
sonne!g especially for recent arrivals in country. The command readiness
inspections must continxue.

b, The CRT inspections have also pointed out -the rnetd for Camp
Commander (VNSF) training. Action to provide this instruction was imple-
mented by the Commanding General . VNSF High Command and courses were
started. Five Camp Commander Courses have been conducted through 5 May
1969 during which time 102 students have graduateio Seventeen of these
students have been recommended for elimination from the VNSF for incom-
petenae9 lack of motivation, and for blatant graft and corruption. As
of 20 April 19699 only two of these offi-er-s have been eliminated from
the VNF by the Commanding General 9 'WNSF High Command.

•o Additionally9 standardization was effected throughoat the logis-
tical system. At the time I assumed command there were sixteen ty-p~s of
individual weapons in use by the CIDG program. As soon as all authorized
M-16s have been received9 only three types of individual weapons will be
in use - the M-16 rifle M-79 grenade lairiche.:' and the 45 caliber pistol.
By reducing the number of different types of weapons9 the maintenance of
weapons has been significantly improved with an accompanying reduction in
cost, Operationally9 standardization of weapons reduces problems inher-
ent with resupply and redistribution of ammunition, Similar standardiza-
tion9 such as reduction in differen. maniufactarers of typewriters -- from
eight down to two - and gencrators9 has been effected throughout the
Group for all types of supplies and equipment.
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,.C:DC-) program of the 5th SFGA was witziott any established strength
account~ig procedures o-. guidelines in Cuw.e 1.968. Initial reports showed
adifference in the total. CIDG assigned &-." paid which clearl~y Indicated

the preser~ce of illlegitimate CIDG member-s on the camp payrolls. Specific
gulde!lnes were then established for all camp advisorss, and periodio re.-
pcr-r~s were forwarded to this headquar'ars whica identif~ied areas in need
:.f strict, :ontrol -t ferret out. illegitimate CIDG members. Ekperiinoe
&1early indicated that an accurate ý!ZG strength accountirg 6a:..d pay sys-.

tbMu muPst be based on an effective ID anid pay card program0 After manyr
mont;h's of -lose cooriination with th6 VNSFTiC, .Tci_-Lt Policy Directive
No. 3.-69 on the subject of CIDG MD and pay c~ardls was signed 1ry the C3,
VNSF.-HC, and tne C0, 5th SFGA, on 18 April 1969o The spe.-ific proced--
u -96 for the establiihment and implementation of the C'DG :D and pay
oc.rd system a-ýe con':.aired in Letter of Ins-truetions , dated 1.8 April 19699
at inzlosuare 'a.. 5th SFGA Form Z7~~which will be prepar&d at the same
Ame &_, the 31D ard p--y cards, will compose a 1--ntral file aT, this head-.

q~aart6-s o:: t.32 CI.DG. From this file **BM feeder, repojrt6 will be prepared
anfd fomiarded to MACV for the fa~rther prepa.!a`.Ion of IBM zArds and print.-
outs as required of &'-l CIDG assigned,, Th1B yte 3ilbeuda
`Chrougn -,he usa of~ rth SFGA Form -1*7-.R. Aecuntlng of USASF, VNSFp civil-
ian personnie. Ampicyees and weapons will be a ýcomplisned in the same
mariner. The dy~tem gives~ the 5'th SFGA Commander a tool for identiffica-
tion of illegi !,mate membei-s of the CIDG program ,*a weapons inv,3ntory

ada myriad of atheý, personnel da-ta as requlired.

1r (S) MANAGEMENT OF MONETARY AND K4TERIAL RESOU&;uES , For many year.-,
Grzr-.p burdge ~s for PARASOLSWITCHBACK have Deen de ~eloped and material
requisitioned wifth lit-.le background expezlienze and no s.txsmpt to Comn--
ptl.e ani de-.-v-iLp experience- datza. The laek of warehoulse and slorýage
,:p--.c-s) esavly in the program meant that: material fl'owad acroas the beaches
in a naver ending stream and into the A Detachment camps. The bounitifu.l

of i..he system developed among the USASF the attitude that the
-...ppJlv was unljinited and anything that was desired could be ottained
and o~ten vas, whether it be a lzvuryr or essential item0 Supply cton-~
se~n -ation and discipline within this Group and the C1DG was nonextistent.
Strong co.-Jrols we"- il:istituled.

ao The iNSF &.nd CIDG also began to -;ake advantaga of tne "horn of
plentyý ar4 ofzen for personnel gain. The VNSFs, instead- of deve:loping
F.pez-,is6 in the use of the RVNAF logistILica syistem aria itX Kitlitary
Assi,,tan.-, Serv-_:e Funded (MASF) supnrc.t,, toA-ok the easy pa3thr cf tecoming

Z & ff the CIDG supply qystem;~ cften with ttf.- aý,ouies-.ence
-)f zh sir USASF ac' -usoers. These pr-acticez- rexalted in a genieral breakdown
of thne Viaynamesea logistical suppor-t of the VNSFO Vietrtmese logisticians
anti th11ir adivisors would not adequately 5upport- the VNSIF be-caus6 they knew
that the USASF adviAsors would come to the aid of their VNSF counterparts

SGVN dI~d not. The rssult has been a long fa-mine of saipply demandAs over
the year-i. It w'ill be some time before tnqe VNSF logistical system will
begin opgrating as it sbo-7ildq but at least t~he corrective measures have
bsen initiated to force the VNSF to use thei!r syst-sm0 Conitinued aasist-
&a!ce w-ith adviac- and liaison should dev.elup within thie VX5F a functional
..ogistias system0
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b, Control of constriction nad been equally nonexistent. USASF would

scronge or requisition material for construccTon for a variety of require-
ments whether they were essential or not. :n mar.y caset construction in
camps, conceive-d as temporary Instaladlons, was :zompleted that would last
not five years9 but thirty to forty years or longer. One of the first
steps I took upon assumption of command was to personally approve or dis-
approvo all construction requests.

co To fuarther reduce costsi a single management system was established
with program directors assigned under the provisions of 5th SFGA Regulation
37=100 (see Inzs!osure 2). These program directors budgeted, reviewed and
analyzed funds9 both OMA and PEMA9 for which they were responsible0 For
example, the S5 supervises that portion of the OA funds (5th SFGA Cost. Code
907) pertaining to civic actiong psychological operations and the herioc
action bonuses. The Si monitors the pay and allowances of all CXI.g troopso
Charts are maintained by cost code9 such as pay and allowanoes, of OMA fund
expenditures for each USASF company. By basing the expenditures or. cost per
CIDG soldier9 a reasonably effective gauge for analyzing expenditures was
devised0  I review these charts wiTh each -company commander in 6rder that
a-.reas of excessive expense can be explored and corrective action taken as
appropriateo

d. Purchases on the local economy have been curtailed drastically,
Coordination has been maintained with the Economic Counselor of the American
Embassy9 Saigon9 to insure they are awaze of the scope of our local pcr-
chases. A self-imposed ceiling of 4.6 billion piasters for local purchase
for FY69 was established by the Group and accepted by the Ambassador. This
expenditure is st-l! eight percent of total TJS local purohases in RVNO

e. Excess equipment has been removed from the camps and detachmentso
This eqailment and material has been used to adjust stockage levels equit-
ably throughout the 5th SFGA9 establish floats allowing direct exchange of
equipment in need of repairs9 reduce need for PE2A purchases, and permit
cannellation of many outstanding requisitions for PDA items0  Material
excess to the needs of the Grcup haa been reported to USARY and MACV for
disposition.

f. Many additicnal areas haves bew. explcred with tae ait of reducing
costs or to avoid expenditures. Trailers , signal spare parts- medical
items of a sophisti-ated nature9 arA other items of litt!A or nr* use to
the Group have oeen returned to Army stocks.

g. S'absistence procarement of fresh food for the CIDG '--As oeen cen-
tralized where feasible in order to obtaLn the best qaality food at the
most economical price*

h. The resultant savings from our judicious use of PARASOL/SWITCHBACK
funds and material is shown by the table on the following page"
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SAVINGS (Millions)

Cc st a fcidance/reduction $34.9

Cancellation of outstanding orders 7o4

Reduction of inventory stockage levels .8

Turn-i:- cf excess equipment and supplies oi0

Sale of oxcess items -3

TOTALS $44.5

With -he oudget for FY69 establish6d as $139o4 millions this represents
S. s•Irgs of thirty-two percent witn 2- months remaining in the fiscal

ý6. ,C) LOGISTICAL OPERATIONS.

&. Ur.'•ike a conventional oombat uriL. the 5th SFGA is positioned in
a-.er seventy different locations throughout Vietnm. Most of these camps
are located in the more remote areas of Vietnam+ zhereforeq we must rely
a'most exclusively on aerial resupply, either air lanid cr aiL drop. The
tatal suppo:!ted strength is over 439000 personnel9 CIDG ar.1 USASFo Large
stockpiles of supplies cannot be left in camp9 as the quantity of supplies
cn .%and should nevsr reach a point where an enemy attack would be encour-
ag-o. Be.-.uee o.' this. we rrst maintain a lortir.ial flow of supplies9
u-i±ke conven'iondoal units which have a large .i!dup prior to their oper-
S•ins. The logistica! and finanoial support fo-- the 5th SFGA a.d the
CIDG ircg:am .s uniqua ard cannot really be compared with o:.her conven-
tlon&. Al.en-can urits. The source of SWITCHBACK f-ands provides for
greaete:: flex.ci-lity and responsiveness than r-egulan DA fu•n•ing channelso

.o A Theater PARASOL office w&6 esta-zlished in 1963 on OkL-awa called
,-,e Coanterinsurgency Support Ofioe or CISO. CISO is r-esponsible for
logLstically supporting the 5th SFGA. CISO may go to an-i dýIpot oa Okinawa
or CONU•S.o Since manyv items are )culiar to ou.- requlrementsý CISO utili-
za• what is referred to as QRP, Quiýk Reactin-g Procurement 9 in addition to
no-tal reqaisitior-irg procedures. Zf ";!e item is not standard in the
supply system or if it must be obtained sooner than norral leadtime allows,
the QRP system is used. CISO sends a TWA'X o the Army Materiel Command
with an irformation copy to the Department of the Army. AMC forwards the
request to their pyrchasing ard contracting office which in turn contacts
t'le COVUS marrufactirers and arranges for direct shipment to the 5th 3pecial
Forces Group°

•- With -he buildup of forces in RVN, we fond that many items which
were ordered from Okinawa were readily available from depots of the Ist
Legistical Commad 9s an example being barrier material. Therefore, intra-
sezo;AIre Support Agreements between the 5th SFGA and USARY were established
in September 1968. Under The provisions of these agreements we may draw
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cormon Class I through V supply items and maintenance saport on a reim-
bursable basis from the Ist Log Command. We also have an Tntra-service
S.pport Agreement with the Naval Support Activ..ny in I Gorpso As a result
cf these agreements we have authorized the forward supply points to draw
common supplies from the various US a~encies within tnoe.r Corps area.
This deoreases the amount of cargo which must be transshipped within RVNo

d. 5th SFGA personnel operate the logistical system tc support the
CIDG program on an almost totally unilateral baais. They control the
requisitioning, issue and storage of all supplies as well as the funds
required for local purchase of commodities. in camps that have been
transferred to VNSF control, the USASF still control issues and funds.

a. Each A Detachment normally appoints a supply officer and NCO as
an additional duty. At the B Detachment , one S4 officer and NCO are
authorized. The C Detachment has an S4 Section of six people authorized.
Howeverg each C Detachment S4 is atctuilly operating a Forward S,,pply
Point (FSP) and has an augmentation of from 20 to 30 additional personnel.
The focal point of the USASF logistical system is the'Logistical Support
Center located at the 5th SFGA Hea6quarters in MNa Trang, which operates
as a aepot and ships in bulk to the Forward Supply Points winc, In turn
supply their customer-.

f. To provide a rapid response to urgent supply requests, an internal
Red BalL priority system has been established. This is a method of iden-
tifying -high priority requests with a distinctive marking to insure special
handling from the time a request is received9 pulled from the warehouse 9
packaged or rigged9 placed on line and loaded on aircraft, Once the sup-
plies have been placed on line, the movement section assumes responsibility.
Their primary mission is to prepare the loads for aerial delivery9
either air land or air drop. The movement section also schedales air-
-raft and insures chat the supplies are transported to the aircraft at
the required time. Additionally9 this section offers bVlk (arro to the
transportation movement agency for movement by sea. COMUS.4ACV presently
authorizes us eight C_7A Caribou aircraft in direct support, By utili-
zing these aircraft for our shorter hauls and the C-I23 and C-13' aircraft
from the Aerial Port for our longer hauls9 we are able to get maximam util-
ization of aircraf.o

go The effectiveness of the USASF logistical system cam be stated
simply. The CIDG supply system is probably the most responsive and
flexible system in the Republic of Vietnam.

7. (C) POLITICAL WARFARE (POIWAR) g

a. On 26 June !9689 I sent a letter to all commanders in the 5th
SFGA establishing three objectives for the POTWAR program (See Inclosure 3)0

These objectives ares

(.) Establish and maintain a high degree of loyaltyq discipline and
morale within the CIDG.
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ý2) Gair the aupport of the civA1-an pop~lation ty improving civilian-

()Combat. the, VC/NVA through eff,_-tive .-se of psyc-nolcgica2. war--faree

7rdls lettez, also .autlined seven specif'ic ,rats in which these oz~iez.t~ives
were to be implemented. These includea improvin~g counterpart relationsr*
training of US Civil Affairs/Psychologic-al Operutions (CA/PO) personnel;
proper utilization of school trained CA/PC personnel; integrating the POI1WAR
effort with the operational and intelligence gathering effortst improving
the qualityý quarnti.y 'and reaction time of psychologieal operations, in-~
creasing the coordination both within the 5th SFGA and with the +th PSYOPS
Gr')up and Military Assistance Command CivIlian Office for Revolutionary
Development Supo: 1ACCORDS) and improving the eftectivene.~s of our ra-.
portling and evaluation system. Using this letter as the iritial Impetus,
the FOLMAR programn of the 5th SFGA was revamped, revitalized and expanded.
In addition to increazing the individual proda-rtivity of CA/PO personnel
atc all ).evelsg new programs and procedures were dev.,elop&3 which changed
the sc:ope and enhan,-ed the effectivene~s oe the entire POI.WAR program.
Among t~hese new programs were the improved moti-i-tion and i-nd1oa-rination
prog-ram9 the rescur:ýe management program, the quantitative analysis sys~-
tem.' and an agri:1,ture program0

b. When the 5th SFGA adopted the VNSF POLWAR concept9 the keystone of
t-nat concept was the motivation and indootrinAt.Ion of the GIDG soldier.
The-, welfare9 loyalty and education of the CIDG became the first priority
of the USASF 9 replacing the civilian poga.lation as ou.:, first concern0
Tlhese; effc:,ts were brought together undei- tae motivation a-nA idotrinA~-
;-'r prograr 0 in e'. ery area of its r-esponsi~bil.lties , M&I has improved the

q-.ialLity of it.& effo:rts and engendered sign!Iftcant results dur:.ng the past
year0 5S:A.Aten man POIWAR Teams have now been established at each A De-~
taczhment and CTZ Mobile Strike Force Command in.-country. Eighty percent
.2 these teams have rece- i ved formal Politi-ca! Wa.:faze ischooling at ARYN
anu CIDG t~raining centers or at the C Detachmept level0 As an advisor to
t-nese -teainq the CAj PO offi~cer has bsen able to divezsify h.,s efforys0
Troop m~i;Z~is now ~Atysuper-vised arY3 iupplied by thes USASF and
VNSF and !.mplementai4 by-,he POIWAR Team0. Lect-ures and rallies are conducted
to in.-;ure that Camp Strike Force soldiers ar-s informed abou't- en-rent nation-.

2.1 and io~al develc1,pneie.ts. The primary guidan-:e for these gatherings is
prvrided by Joint Urnited S bates Puiblic Affairs Office (JUSPAC ,, Vietnam
In± ormation Service (VIS), GVN and VNSF diractveiý-s and regulations. VIS
f ilms are shown whbenever availaW.1e0 Camp ttelebrations hel& in conjune.-
,!on wi'thL suc.cessful operations or outstandiLng achievements are aut~hor.-
Izei onc.e a month9 and provide tangible proof of GVN~'s recognition of a
joz well done0 Sitablishmenit and upkeep of bulletin boards9g and U'istribu-~
-tion of sigtis, posters p magazines and news~papers are other functions of
the POIWAR Team0 One magazine directed expressly toward, and of partic-~
ular interest tog the CIDG soldier is the 14 Directions" magazine spon-.
sored by the Grýoup S5 and VNSF Highn Commando Fifteen thousand copies are
printed monthly and distributed to every detachment with stories which
illastrate the CIDG soldiergs role in the overall CIDG P~rogram. Large
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quantities of gifts were distributed to all detachments for the celebra..
tion of Christmas1 , Tet and the Children's Festival. Housing for depen.-
lernts of the CIDc- has proved to be an excellent morale tuilder with the
CIDG troops,, both in reduc~ng the AWOL. rate and in boosting the rate of
enlistment. The primary responsibility for the construction of dependent
hou.3ing Iias been delega~ted to the Staff Engineer with the Grovp S5 indor-~
sing the nroject and monitoring the progress of the program1 , vith special
smphasis to its effect. on CIDG morale. A country-.wide priority has been
established for delpendent housing constriction and is up-dated periodically
to maintain its validity.

e.. Another step in the motivatic-i and indoctrination pr~ogram was the
:reatica' of a coordinated country-wi4de CTDG Soldier of the Month program0

Und~e. this programs the CIDG soldiers selected from their tompanies com-
r'te atý the A1, B and C Detachment levels from all four CTZr.,, And will
:,uln:nate in the annmual selection of ti-.e "Outstanding CIDG Soldier" of
,.he command. Prizes awarded the CIDG as he cc-nti-iues to the vario,-.s

evl o ompetivion include s. cigsrette lighter,, an engraved bracelet,,
a v-zist watch,, a radio, and at the nation&2, or command lev'el~, a trip
To Saigon -ýo particýipate in National Day c~l~ain 0  The traditional.
mo-l1ration and inioctrinttio-n programs9 reyw -Incorporated ir, hnsroad
program, have conta'-zued to expand0 Comp&a-ing the first 6 montýhs o.4 19b8
with the last 6 months,, ral.lies and lectures held in,ýreased 36A%, mu:ves
shown :ý ncreased 2-%., cultural drama team perlor'ian!es 4-% and piUbl-,a&tions
d lSwZ'rbatad 19.

~.3 Ore ma'or problem In the training olf P01WAR Teams was t~le relue-.
zar.ce of GV*N to train Montagnard personnel- at the POIWAR aiademies. ))If-
:..ulty was experianced by S.5s at all level; ir enzrolling Monxagnards in

c~heose s:hools. This ~problem was finally fesol~ed when C6mpany B's S5
gnized a POIWAR Trainl-ng School at C32 In Pleiloa. A- ?0' orlented t.

v'atL3-the MontAgnarkl personrnel and w:'it-.en in th6Eýr dialects has tee-,
propare,, and the Montagnard POIWAR Team members are now coeing 'trAlned.

eo Another major Innovation in the PWL.IAR program was a re'vitali-
z~A,.on of the PSYOPS program. The S3 receives daily distribution of
intelligence summaries and situation repzzts,, and field units are que:ried
immediately whern ý,pportunitiss foi PSYCOPS exploitation are spotted., This
proc,-3.s stimilated the efforts of C, B and A Detachments,, greatly, Increased
the spbed of PSYOPS exploitation and substanx.ially expanded theg number of
PSYOPS opportunities which were actually expltoiited.

f. A major improvement in the Group Psychological Operations capa-~
Clility was a-Xmplished in the inoreased speed of leaflet -,`issemination0,
Through alose coordination with the 4",1 PSYOPS Group and its direact :1up-
y-rt PSYOPS Battalions in each CTZ, the time 2required tD reatct L:. Irntel.-
ligence and disseminate a standard leaflet was cut from; a period of days
.o two h-u-Zs, The developm~ent and dissemination ef specific quick-reaction
leaflets was a-at to 24 hours. An example of the success of this increased
emphasis or, immediate exploitation and quick.-reaction time is that 27?% of
72 Hot- L~hanhs rsecei'ved by USASF in Denemcber weze fr-om quick..reaction ex-
ploitation.
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g. The PO1WAR program was further enhanced by the inclusion of formal

prcv~.sions for PSYOPS support for all comosAý operations., A PSYOPS EEJ1
Annax was. added to the 5th SFGA Collection Plan and a PQLWAR Annex is rez-
rz u:ed for all op'eration orders, The increaseed so phis tika tion of POLWAR
inco-.'poratior' in combat operations was demonstrated by the significant
PSYOPS success during the N~A Coto operation. in IV CTZ which resa~lted in
20 Hoi Chanha rallying from a strongtold hell by tile VC fon more ,han 20
years. One of the Hoi Chanhs had lived or~, &nd ope:ýated fromp the cave
cc.mplex found in the mountain for over ten yaar 3o Tne PSYOPS cfmpaliý!
during this operation included continuous leaflet/.cud speaker- overffights,
the employment of multiple loudspeaker teams with. the Mike Force maneuver
elements and highly suiccessful motivation and indo,-trirnation measures
directed t1oward maintaining the high morale of the CI1DG a~.-sault troop5.

I%. A comIparison of EPSYOPS activities Zor the firtst and list ha~ves
of calendar year 1968 reflect the command emphasia . nAt :.as been placed
in this area. Air disseminated leaflets. increasf-I -1rom ý1. million to
153-0 million or 38%. Ground disseminated leaflets tr~c.-eased from 4o8
million to 8.0 million or 67%. Air loudspeaker- 1 oadca,:t hours increased
530$ from 500 to )DI50 with ground Lnadspeaker ho-.:.s -,p 35% from 3,285
to 592.10.O The net effect of this inr~reaser' PSYQES o,ýtp',)ý was a ris,9 in
Hoi Charnhs from 343 to 85.5 or 1)49%,

ICivic Action programs were aimed At improving the well-~being of7
the civilian population and winning their loyalty to the GIVNO The G~roup
policy was that CA activity would no long6er be conducted in built~-up
areas, but stressed the areas at the A Detaohment. level. Again compar-ing
the first, and second halves of the calendar yea'- 1968,, ccnstrutction andj
repaiz-s of schools, narket places, hospi`-als, dispensArie!ý *Uridges,, eta.-
increased from 1,931 to 3~,9559 or 05$%. The assistance to i.rlst-Itutions
s,4ch as schools and orphanages, a vital aspect. of the long terxr nation-
buliding el' ort9 ln:ýeased from an a-rerag* of~ 300 in.;titutions. assisted
to 229 per month o, 41.29%. the amount of rafgees supported peýr month in-
zr-Peased from 29,,49t to 4e8,525 o,-- 6,-%- ho5e 9 b ac 99 this num~ber
had oecreased to 169300 as the Groap attempted to tur': ever -the care of
refugees to the ci--.lian and GVN agen'-ies who have this func~tion as their
pr-imairy missior. The number of nursel: aides trained rose 8'% from 621
t-o ls,-64J. The inamrer of other occupational ýtudents tra ined inzreased
'494. The number of health and sch-)o'. kits distribruted incr eased 8%.

A. A Civic Action/PSYOP6 course for replacement personnel sloutted
for S5 positions 1, -now being conducted at Group level and has taught
o-.er `00 offi-ce.s and men this past yee,,. Thi1s coursa =osis`.ed of 24

oilso instr-uctio,- on Moti-tation and 14doetrinationp Civic Action
ProJ eý-t. Planaing,, PSYOPS Intelligence,~ PSYOPS Development and Counterpart
Rel-ations. To pro ride personnel input to the 5t.h SFGk for Civic. Action/
Psychological Operatiors Officers, it has been policy to send Special
Forces qualified officers to either t~ho PSYOPS Course at the Special
Warfare School at Fort Bragg, F'orth Carolina9 or- to the Civil Affairs
School at Fort Gordon1, Georgia. To a large degree9 this training was
not readily applicable to the POLWAR con.cept as practiced by the GVN and
the V.NSF. The PSYOPS department at the Special Warfare School is In the
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r".ess of establishing a POLW1 AR course for personnel assigned to advis..
j x~~n in RVNe The Group Comrarde!r recommended to -the Department

Dirc`o'- that SF clff'i_.ers t~o be tralne~i as Civic Actionr;Psychologic&l
Op~raticns Officer-s should be assigned to this courss prior to an RVN
,o,,i!O A letter wa-- concurrently submitted to the Departer~t of the Army

no-:L'y-2ng them of the above situation and reqazest~ig their assistance in
this matter. This w-1ll not only give the ir~coming Special Forces CA/PO
Office-r more specialized and area~orientesd tiAir~irgg but also provide a
basi~l language capanil)ity from the P011 of the nev, "POIWAR Advi~sor's
Ccarse".

h., Tne S5 Sec tion tnas played a key role in the process of converting
CM)G camps to Regional Force camps under MACV Advisors. Ceamp convErsion
&ns:kllsts were developed s, lesson plans on all aspects of Regional Forces

were writ-ýer in English and Vietnamese aird these lessons pZ esented to the
rIDG along with mot-ivation classes -co encourage them to conv-ert to RFI
atatus. Constant lialson. with concerned MACV &t~aff sections has been made
so solve any problem and effect a smoot1h zxansition. Camps *.a Tay,, Cung
Son ariz Tan Rai have been converted and all of the CI:DG phlysioally present
and qualified at these three camps conver'ted to Regional Force status when
Lhe camps changed over. When ARYN and MACV personnel arrive on si-te prior
,.o :_onversion to begin recruiting~, the CIDG will have been fully briefed
or RF rank, psy anid allowances; and bene~fits and motivatioa ltrtures will
nave been held0 This procedure of gradual education oa RF senriice wo.rked
ex-.trentily well. in the first three coirvers-±o.ons and should prove successful
.qgtin in June.

&.8. ~CNF', COXMKND AND CONTROL OF .:M~IGENOUS FORCE3 s Doct-rines on counter-~
~:mi~e~ycperations (tnd uanconventional warfare) adv~ance the proposition
Thtidigneats troops must be led by pe-sonnel cf likxe thi.orlgln.

Wrsere ajdq&,-q.ely trained leaders ecis.,t this may oe 'vIalid. However!, where
-eaderz ar e not available in adequate mimbher , the advisor must Ibecome the

tt. While the "name of the game" is to ge;,- the VNSF and CIDG to fight
t.ats wa,- it rnnst. b6 recognized ttiat the cýontrol and operation of the
sa1rip6 exc-lusively by USASF could improve opsrational effer.)i-ve-ness and
týhe k:2.l rate 'ty 25%. and this is a _-onser,,ative est.ýmate,. This conzept
cýf lead ersh-ip oy "advisors" has been demonzs trataec suiccessfully in South

ienmat all CIDG echelons from a reco*nnaiss&.n'- team to a brigade size
~oc~sach as the M.ouile StriKe Forces Commands which contain three to

f2*..a infan-2ry bat-talions, in Project Delta (B-;'2) the joint. Special Forces
..ong r...srec:on foroe,, the US/SVN reconnm.issance teams are led 'by US per-
sonne.. while Lt~ze Detachment B-52 Uommarder %,LSA5F)/ aotually commarnds the
Delta torcýe with US personnel performing the primary stAff functions. In
z~he Mobile StriKe Force Commands 9 USASF NCOs command companies and USASF
Captains command the battalions with exceptional results in most instances.
T.he, TJ.5ASF sergewnts live with and work with their comraniesq icnow the in-
digenous soldiers and have earned thei.- respect and loyalty0 Therefore9
they lead and the indigenous troops wuillingly follow with little problem.
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. With r-Op.r load rsh-p at t We . .v the potential indigenous leaders
%.VNSF) should participate9 observe examples set by the US in operations and
learn to accept the responsibilities of commando Then9 when he becomes
sufficiently proficient, the VNSF officer or NCO would assume command of
the unit, with the USASF reverting to the statuft of advisor,

o Unfortunately9 USASF leading by example often Is not enougho The
chart (Inclosure 4) indicates greater USASF participation in combat oper-
ations as compared to VNSFo A noticeable change is taking place. One
excuse given by some of the VNSF in this taking place is that our personnel
are fresh and vigorous since they serve a one year tour. Their people are
tired and cautious after fighting the war for many years. The result of
this outlook has been a larger number of USASF casualties than VNSF which
is it-:rioutabie to*. (1) USASF aggressiveness and leadersnip in contact
with the enemy; (2) the fact that the USASF stand out and are better tar-
gets in relation to the smaller VNSF; and_ (3) the USASF are usually oper-
ati-ng or controlling the radio for artillery and air strike adjustment
and are a natural focal point for enemy marksmen°

d. The lesson learned from CIDG operations is quite clear. In future

Vietnams and SWITCHBACK programs, the USASF must initially .omamand the
operations with indigenous SIF advice, assistance and liaison0 As the in-
digenous prove themselves to be capableg then they shold assume command
and control positions. After they assume command 9 if incompetence or lack
of integrity occursp the US Special Forces Commander should have the auth-
ority to remove the incompetent indigenous SF elements.

.69o (CNF) COMPETENCE OF THE VNSF: Included as Inclosare 5 is a synopsis
of a study regarding the growing professional competence of the VIFo
Considering the lack of highly qualified offIcers supplied the VZF from

ARVN9 progress is being made by the long term development and tmai- of
Aspirants and 2d Lieutenants what have come into the VNSF program cver
the past four years0  Competent and experienced commanders have 9 -rged,
but little action is taken to remove the incompetents who areC&2'i.•
and Majors today0  This is due to the relcctance of the Coimundirg General,
VNSF High Command9 to admit to JGS that he cannot train or lead the off-
icers. As a result he has :parsued a program of 're-test and re-educatlon"
despite the fact that at least twenty of his officets have basi3 character
deficienciess, particularly of courage and integrity and continue to be
substandard officers after being transferred from one camp to anotbero For
"VMfF camps where USAS? have been withdrawn , the commanders and the VNSF
A Teams have been carefully selected and are doing a competent job. These
particular camps, however 9 are chosen for transfer to VNSF control based
on past performance of the camp and its leaders0 Camps are transferred
.•;hen- the VNSF exhibit ths ability to positively lead and control the camp
in -he absence of USASFo This comprehensive studyg aaluating the V: F
and the progress they made in the past years, resalted in the finding
that there had been improvement0  The ratio of the VNSF to USASF casualties
continued to increase indicating that the VNSF are bearing a greater por-
tion of the burden of fighting0  The VNSF to USASF ratio of leading camp
operations has improved9 pointing to a growing aggressiveness on theirSPECIAL HANDLING REQUIRED
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part to find and fight .he enemy. Much improvament is still needed9 how-
ever,, since USASF still suffer higher :asualties and lead more operations.
The VNSF intelligence effort has also made pogress0  No longer is there
6.n absolute faitE in secret agents9 but other intelligence injicators9
sa-h as Order of Battle and aerial photograpy~, are employed, The fact
that mera camps were transferred to sole VNSF control this year than in
all the years before signifies improvement al;..hough the tct-l n.unber of
seven is still small. We are presently considering "-he transfer of more
camps to VNSF control which should come about this year. It should be
noted that most camps in II CTZ have substantial numbers of troops from
Vietnamese minority groups such as the Montagna-dso Country-widea a
large percentage of CIDG troops are of minorit.y groap origin. The VNSF
definitely improved in their overall sxaff p'rocedures, alh1houga emphasis
is still needed in the areas of logistics and funds ma~.lagemento Many of
the problems in these areas stem from poor pra~tiies on the par'; of the
USASF in the past. The VNSF are still weak in their ability to trair.
themselves and the CIDGo The CIDG 3oldierp properly trained s is a good
fightsr0  The training in Lhc camps9 becaaae of VISF lethargyc, is per-
funstory and little attention is given to this oy the VNSF Hf.gh Command
which is zontent to embellish and use its training center for the VNSF
at Dong Ba Thin.

20. (CNF) GRAFT AND CORRUPTION.

a0  For the first time since the 5th SFGA entered the Repuolic of
Vietnam a. positive and objective program against graft and corruption
has been established. This prcgram is aimed at eliminating the problem
of graft and corruption in the VNSF ands, to a limited exten' in the
USASFo Sinoe the end of March 1969, we nave had a Military Police Captain
assigned as Chief of this section which was previously handled by the S2
Collection and Counterinelligence sections° He works under the S2 and
should9 in the near futures be provided seoeral enlisted persornel pre-
ferably with MP or CID background, to aid him in the accomplishment of
his mission0

b. The Graft and Corruption (G&C) Section compi.les and maintains all
:ýorrespondence involving graft and corruption and related aspects. Com-
mand emphasis placed in this area has resul-.ed in numerous allegations
which 4re under inrestigatioi.

co There has beern, over .the past seo-;era! months, a great Jeai of
evidence compiled on the misuse of ftuds, eogo9 the VNSF "paddi.g" of
payrolls by allegedly rsbporting more personnel thah a:ýe actually assigned.
A reported method of "padding" the payoll is using the loc&l villagers
as fictitious CIDG by giving them uniforms &-d weapons and slipping them
into camp a few days before payday. Another method alleged!y used to
obtain money fraudulently is to claim death gratuities on a person not
deceased0  The camp commander then takes back a peraentage of the money
paid.

d. An attitude of some USASF that Thcorruptlon is par- of the Vietnamese
way of life" led to loose accounting procedures and a tondenoy to overlook
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instances of corruption. A considerable tightening of accounting and
auditing procedures 9 as well as axposure of illegal conduct led initially
to a worsening in USASF/VNSF relations- however, a firm hard line has paid
off* Not only has the American taxpayer been saved money, but a campaign
has ostensibly been started by the VNSF against corruption. I rattribute
this to the pressure of the MACV!JGS IG investigation of the problem.
POIWAR teams at the various detachments have held motivation classes and
discussions on this problem and its evilso Advisory relations after the
initial set-back have returned to a more normal level. Here too9 thoughp
pressure is needed from the highest Vietnamese military authorities in
order to eliminate corruption and establish honesty within the military0

21. (C) PLANS AND CRGANIZATION.

a. Subordinate units in coordination with their Vietnamese counter-
parts submitted input for the Special Forces CY 1969 Concept of Operations.
Based upon this9 5th SFGA finalited and submitted to COMUSMACV its concept
of employment which was ultimately incorporated into the MACV/JGS CI 1969
Combined Campaign Plan (A3.l14) as Annex Ko Major areas of emphasis were
the movement of camps to the border areas of South Vietnam- closure" con-
version to BF or relccations of interior camps; and the transfer of selected
•amps to VNSF control. General plans for CY 1969 call for the following 8

(1) Opening of seven new camps in the border aroaso

(2) Opening of two Mission Support Sites (MSS).

(') Closure or conversion to RF status of nine existing camps0

(4) Transfer of three camps to VNSF controlo

D. aDring the period I July through 31 Deoemvar 19689 5th SFGA pur-
sued goals under the Review and Analysis System for RVNAF Progress to have
a minimum of one transferred camp in each CTZ as a trainirng vehicle for
the VNSF.

(1) Camp Kinh Quan II. IV CTZ9 was transferred to the VNSF on 15
No-iember 19689 giving them two camps in IV CTZ and five camps country-
wldao

0 (2) Evaluation of this program indir-ates this is an extremely valuable
means of impro'ring the quality and training of the VNSF 9 not only at the
A Detachment level, bit also at B and C Detachment" leels through exper-
ience gained in supporting the trAnsferred A Detachmento Improvement in
the quality of VNSF leadership will be evidenced as they assume control of
more camps,

(3) CY 1969 goals included the transfer of Camps Gia Vuc I CTZ, and
Plateau Gi in II CTZo These transfers occured in Januar. 1969 giving
I CTZ its first VNSF camp. This marked the achievement of the goal of a
minimum of one VNSF camp in each CTZo The 5th .SFGA now supports seven
VNSF camps country-wideo
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(%) The areas of administrationg loxgstics, supply e:onomy and honest
funds management wil.l continue to be prob..em &xeas in camp transfers. Em-
phas~ls in thesf, areas has resulted in impro;vment in the preotransfer
training given the VNSFo

0o A total of eight new CSF TOEs were phb..lshed on 30 September 1968
and distributed to the field. The TOEs au:thor.zed the modern family of
weapons, ioe°, the M.A6s, M-79 and M-60 and Int•oduced two new unitsv the
81mm and 4.2 inch mortar sections0

d. The 5th SFGA completed a manpower survey on 8 October 1968. This
survey was directed toward identifying manpower resources within 5th SFGA
that could be more efficiently utilized° As a result of this study, an

MTOE concept letter was submitted to USARV on 11 November 1968 which re-

organizad 5th SFGA and provided a reduction of 100 Special Forces spaces0
Due to increased emphasis on Phasedown planning and the projected phase-
down of the CIDG program, the concept letter and all actions on it were
suspoanded at th. request of this headquarters0

eo By midoNovember 1968, it was evident that a phasedown of the CIDG
foro6 levels would be forthcoming. MACV and 5th SFGA developed a plan for
reductions to occur during a six to nine month time frame0 This planning
continuod until 23 February 1969 when a joint conference wes held with the
Vietnamese Joint General Staff in Saigon. A bilateral plan was agreed
upon )r- :'6 Febrixary 1969. Implementation date for the plan is L July 1969.
A CIDG strength of 26,258 is the goal.

AI As a result of the CIDG strength reduction a drawdown on USASF per-
sonne. is immiLnent. It. is Anticipated that the Group strength will be re-
duced from 2,,26 to 23'o The CIDG strength will be reduced by approx-
imately 45 percent; however, due to the admLnistratlve and logistical
burden and the requirement to maintain special projects and operations,
the reduction of USASF personnel is not of the magnitude of CIDG reductions.
In conjixnctior, with the phasedownq an MTOE change is require!. This MTOE
action will not oray reduce the total strengýh of the Group, but will
place Group under -.he Golf series TOEs and en--ompass those elements now
&.gmented to Group by TDAs,

g. In preparation for conversiorn programmed u.der AB-144 and Phase-
down. and tQ assure the orderly transition to RF status, a CIDG Conversion
Procedure Checklist/Guide was produced and distributed to potential con-
version camps and their immediate headquaarters. This guide has proven
invaluable to USASF and VN3F detachment commarders at all etchelons in
implementing conversions to date.

22, (C) CIDG CAMP CONVERSIOIS TO RF STATUS Th. Objective of all US ef-

forts in RVN has been preparation of the Vie-namese to accept the respono
sibilities of defending themselves0 Conversion of CIDG camps to Regional
Force (RF) camps and transfer of certain other camps to full VNSF control
are the principal objectives of the USASF efforts in the Republic. During
-the past year more CIDG camps have been converted to RFj, and as marW camps
transferred to VNSF control, than in the previous seven years. Since
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i June 19W9 six camps have been conrert.ed to RF control. An additional
three camps are scheduled to be converted to RF ctatas before the end of
FY69o Not ondy have the conversions been effe-,Led more rapi.3lyo but they
also have been accomplished with greater efficie.-y.

23- (U) CIVILIAN PERSONNEL AND THIRD COUNTRY NATIONAL EMPLOYEES.- The
depletion of Special Forces personnel assets workiwide to support 5th
SFGA has been z. majcr concern of mine in the past yeat. Through the use
of Vietnamese ol.irlians and Third Country Nationals,, 5th SFGA is able to
maintain its base level support within an acceptable balance using non-
USASF personnel. There are 39115 Vietnamese and 214 Filipino civilian
personnel employed in support of the country-wide mission0 To give but
two examples of monetary savings from the hiring of civiliansi, consider
the following'.

E4 (US) VGS- (S_) Savings to US

Monthly Pay and Allowances $396.10 $110000 • $86.1o

(US) VG%6 Q Savii,,-s to US

Monthly Pay and Allowanxes $49-.10 $115o00 $377.10

NOTE. Above comparisons are between relatively equal ranks.

The savings from the hiring of Filipinos is not as great, but there is
still a definite savings realized. Vietnamese employees perform primar-
ily labor and clerical type jobs9 while the Filipinos are primarily
technicians in the maintenance field° Filipinos provide maintenance
support down to and includ.ing B Detachments0 The Filipinos' skills
have enabled 5th SFGA to establish and maintain a maintenance program
at a considerably higher level than most military units in Vietnam.

24. (U) ENGINEER SUPPORTs Prior to the start of FY699 a relaxed con-
stnaction policy was in effect. Under this policy, construction stard-
ards varied greatly from camp to camp and often depended on the proximity
of a material source. The locations of faoilities were normally planned
to ai'.leviate immediate needs with little thought to future expansiono
As a result9 s.onsiderable money and effort had been expended and in many
cases 9 inadequate9 overcrowded facilities resulted with little or no
room for expansion. In FY69 a new policy was initiated which placed
strict controls on all construction at the Group levelo All construction
had to be reviewed by the Staff Engineer and approved by the Group
Commander. Money previously was allocated to the camp for construction;
however 9 there was no way to determine the 'expenditures on any particular
project, often resulting in over-expenditure of funds and incomplete
structures. The Staff Engineer set up a reference system such that each
new construction project was given a Cost Accounting Code (CAC) 906 pro-
ject number, Adoption of this system 'by the Comptroller provided an ac-
curate picture of expenditures on any single project and thus minimized
the waste or misuse of funds° The switch from broad p general construction
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directives to the specific approval for each structure resulted in "paper

type" onstruction in many cases. The camps would obtain construction
approval on many projects, but would not actually finish them. Emphasis
by the Staff Engineer was placed on actual versus theoretical construction,
This resulted in the culmination and subsequent termination of many pro-
jects. Continued emphasis on construction accomplishment as opposed to
constructionl approvals will minimize such "paper type" construction pro-
jects in the future.

25- (C) SIGNAL COKUNICATIONS:

a0 Effectiveness of Signal Communications Advice1 , Training and
Operations. Communications advice is well accepted due to the generally
lower technical knowledge of VNSF communications personnel, Such limited
technical knowledge is particularly evident in the lower ranks at the A
and B Detachment levels0  VNSF Corps Signal Officers and Commrunications
Chiefs have exhibited a surprisingly keen insight into all aspects of
Special Forces communications and are extremely receptive to technical
advice and guidance0  Most Vietiamese reelize that the radio is that all-
important link from the ground to TAC air and artillery° The inadequacy
of communications training on new equipment aand communications concepts
in general is one of the problem areas in camp transfers, YL is impera-
tive that subordinate commanders insure that VNSF radio operators are
thoroughly familiar with all aspects of Special Forces communications
techniques and equipment operation prior to the actual transfer of the
camp to VNSF and the withdrawal of USASF personnel0

b. Secure Voice Programo The command emphasis placed on security
of transmissions at the lowest level initiated an active program to
provide secure FM voice to the operational detachmentso The installa-
tion of the KY-8 and KY-38 systems provide an integrated bilateral cap.
ability to deny intelligence to the enemy. All detachments in - Corps,
504 of the detachments in II Corps1 76% of the detachments in Ifl Corps
and 40% of the detachments in IV Corps have this operational capability
for an overall 68% oapability0 One hundred percent deployment of this
secure capability is pending receipt of X-mode cables and adaptor cards.

c0 Handbook Publication0  The absence of specific guidance of com-
manications standards found at the A Detachment level prompted the pub-
lication of a one hundred page Communications Handbook for all Special
Forces radio operators. For the first time in the history of the 5th
Special Forces Group in Vietnam9 the isolated and widely dispersed oper-
ational A Detachment camps were provided with a complete technical guide
for perfecting the ideal configuration for commurncations support. This
publication provided the basis for a forty hour communications course
for all incoming operators9 provided experience factors colleci.ed from
over four years of lessons learned9 established specific goals with de-
tailed check lists,, and served as a single source for all communications
data necessary for maximum combat efficiency0 The degree of achievement
has been affirmed by the Group Combat Readiness Team that uses this doc-
ument as a teaching vehicle to improve the standards within each A De-
tachment,
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26. (U) MEDICAL PROGRAM. At all levels the medical mission of this -omo
man- is 4- train our c nterparit in Sound, competCent medieal practices
and at the same Time treat patients. Tiis is accomplished through direct
and indirect advisory efforts and OJT programs0  Regularly. at the CIDG
hospital,, and sporadically at the B and A De,ýashments, didactic teaching
methods are utIlized°

a. The effectiveness of US milixary support is ex:ellent at the
present time0  Our main need is to insure that we eventually ýonvert the
system to the ARVN and insure that their system is both complete and com-
pezento

b. Inadequacies regarding training and equipment are as follows .

(I) -Training. Many of the medical officers9 both VNSF and ARVN, are
poorly train,ed0  Often they are poorly motivated towards the treatment of
our main troop source, the Montagnard. The ARVN Surgeon General is aware
of this situation, as is the VNSF High Command Surgeon. With the reopen-
ing of the medical school in Hue and the expansion of the medical training
program in Saigon9 more well-trained doctors will be available for service0
,ealizing the imiportance of th, CIDG program, both the ARVN Surgeon General
and the VNSF High Command Surgeon will endeavor to fill the VNSF medical
section with competent personnel.

(2) Equipment. All equipment used in the "treatment of the CIDG comes
from USASF supply channels and is therefore adequate. VNSF equipment is
scarcely used and frequently in short supply. This is due to improper
requisitioning procedures and the apparent inadequacy of the ARVN Medical
Supply (VAMSEL) system. Since VNSF medical supplies cannot be used for
CIDG, there is, of course, little justification for the requisitioning of
such supplies0

c. MEDCAS o

(1) Medical Ci',ic Action by the VNSF is carried out as a MEDCAP I
activity. MEDCAP I acti-iities are medical Civic Aztion progz-ams initiated
iy the VNSF using ARVN medical supplies with advisory sup.tt fyom USASF
medical personnel. Accurate numbers of missions al'e not available; how-
ever, the totals are quite small and the actual impact of this program is
negligible at the present time.

(2) MEDCAP IU programs are carred out by USASF medical personnel
using USASF medical s*applieso An average cf 203 missions a month since
June has been oonductad with an average of 45.,185 patients r.3ceiving
treatment monthly0  The impact of this program is two-fold. Foremost
is the initial high impact "'rapport establishment" phase which can be
used for immediate and long range intellig~nce collection systems as well
as support of imminent Special Forces combat operations. Secondly are
the long term benefits of this program which include.

(a) Training for VNSF and CIDG medics0
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(b) !raining for viltlge and ra.l ... altu. work .. s.

(c) The establishment of a sound9 ongoing base of medi'cal competence
in the villages and hamlets which are visited on a regalar basis.

These medical civic action missions can be, and frequently are, used to
disseminate propaganda materials in support of the national government,
as well as the provincial and local governments. The USASF MDCAP II ef-
fort is a program waell wortn the time, moneyp men and material expended.

d. Degree of Involvement. Basically, the mission nf the medical
section of the 5th SFGA is two-fold. First, our medics maintain the
fighting strength of our own USASF personnel. Secordlys, they advise and
support the VNSF in maintaining the fighting strength of the CDOG and
VNSF personnel within their areas of responsibility. In actaislity,, when
both VNSF and USASF medics are availableg the CIDG are usually treated
by the USASF medic. ARVN regulations preclude the use of any ARVN medical
supplies for CIDG; therefore9 all medical supplies used for CIDG come from
USASF supply chanrels. An active treatment. and training program is con-
ducted in association with the Special Forces company CIDG nospitals
located in all four CTZs. Both USASF and VNSF eventually assume complete
operational control of the CIDG hospital program and use the ARVN VAMSEI.
medical supply system for their direct supporbt

e. The VNSF has a High Command Surgeon and Company Surgeons similar
to the USASF structure. The High Command Surgeon is directly responsible
to the CG, VNSF-HC, for the health of the command. Farthermore9 he is
responsible -o BG Xuan, the ARVN Surgeon General, and reports to him in
person each month to discuss VNSF medical activities and requirements0
This close association with General Xuan will eventually be the key to
the &ssumption of complete responsibility by VNSF of the CIDG hospital
program. When CIDG hospitals become the responsibilicy of ARVN9 General
Xuan will likely delegate the operational control of these hospitals to
the VWF Surgeon aad his staff with supply support coming from the ARVN
VAMSEL system.

2V° (C) NHA TRANG INSTALLATION DEFENSE COMMAND (NTIDCJ

ao The Nha Trang Installation Defense Command was formed in accor-
dance with IFFV Regalation Noi 10- 4 , and is divided into eight vital
sectors of responsibility- two of which are under IS control, five under
Vistnamese control, and one under joint US and RVN control. The mission
of the NTIDC is to maintain an intelligenceg operations and fire control
element which plans9 coordinates and controls all defensive operations,
to include ground, air, naval and artillery fires within an 11,,000 meter
radius of the city. Also, NTIDC maintains a vital communications link
with all forces contributing to the defense of the installation, as well
as other essential elements such as Provin.:ýe, District and Sector Head-
quarters.

b. Major General Quang, CG, VNSFoHCp is the overall aommander for

Nha Trang's defense. IFFJ 'ias designated the CO, 5th SFGA, as the Plha
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Kqrean ana US representatives work in mutual. cooperation to accomplish the
NTIDC mission. Each nation makes its own unique contribution as well as
pooling information into a coordinated intelligence collection effort° NTIDC
ii the central pool for collecting, evaluating, processing and disseminating
ihtelligenee reports for the defense of Nha Trango

ao The success of the NTIDC is withoat question, for the city of Nha
TrAng has yet to experience a rocket attack, and it has been more than a
year since VC/NVA launched an attack on the city. There are many reasons
for this; however, not the least of these is the present organization of
NTIDC and the rapport that has been established between all units in the
city and between the three nations represented0

28, kCNF) LESSONS LEARNEDI

a. Areas of Interest Requiring Major or Continued Emphaisiso

(1) Command of CIDGo The CIDG program consists of raising and main-
taining a small army. It has many of the problems found in maintaining
either the United States or the Chinese Nationalist Army. The scope of
the problems, while not as great, require the same techniques for solution
as problems of a large army° The solutions in SVN will have variations
from the US because of the cultural and ethnic background of the members
of the CIDG force. The present Commanding General of the VNSF High Command
has had experience leading large formations 'kregiment and division) and
operating with conventional ARVN forces in combato Despite this experience,
he has the competence that would be equivalent to a senior-Major In our
army0  He lacks the ability to command and manage a force of this size. He
ia unable, for example, to provide a roster of the forces and an accurate
strength of the force0 S&stematicallyv, he is unable to recruit personnel
for the forceg channel the recruits into training establishments, and to
provide for their continued progression and development. His chain of com-
mand structure is overly centralize'- and he petmiis little authority to be
delegated to his subordinate commanders. He enjoys, reportedly, the favors
of the Chief, jGS9 and the President, a former :omradeo While in this job,
ha must be pushed and guided0  After foar years in his present position, I
hope he will be replaced by his present dey'.tyo

(2) Graft and Corruption. There bas been established a positive and
objective program against graft and corruption° Command emphasis on this
problem has resulted in numerous allegations which are under investigation.
This emphasis should continue and continued coý_-dination with MACV IG
shoald take place0

(3) Employment of Camp Strike Forces. CSF comoat operations in many
cases are not in reaction to intelligence. Planned operations should uti-
lize all the assets available to exploit an area of hard intelligence,
ioeo, a report is received either from organio units, F14hF, intelligence
agents, SLAR report, etoog of enemy activity in a particular area°, Ele=
ments of the Combat Reconnaissance Platoon could be inserted into the area
while a reaction force is on standby at camn to react if needed. This will
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company9 platoon and squad size operations in the past have conducted
search and clear operations or chance contacts and moved through the AO
in file formation. This does not thoroughly sweep an area. The use of
appropriate formations and common sense tactic-s could result in more
contacts and better area pacification° A r-ecent example of sound tac-
tics is a company operation from SU PRANG9 A-236, in I! CTZ, making con-
tact with an estimated NVA battalion on 19 April 1969o The CSF company
broke contact and withdrew to an area of defense. The company then di-
rected airstrikes against the enemy causing them to break contact and
withdraw. Another CSF company from BU PRANG was inserted into the area9
then both companies conducted a sweep of the area and pursued the enemy.
This operation resulted in 27 NVA killed, a small amount of weapons cap,-
tured, as opposed to two CSF killed and three wounded. These aspects of
CSF tactical employment should continue to be ;tressed .Ao subordinate
detachments.

(4) Detachment TAOR Boundaries0  The enemy's knowledge of the TAORs
of CIDG camps, through observation of CIDG operational areas,, allows him
to avoid contact with friendly forces0 If TAAOR boundaries were changed
from time to time or operations were conducted outside of the TiOR, this
would tend to confuse the enemy and increase contacts. Eamples of suc-
cessful contacts outside of TAORs abound throughout the country0 In or-
der to change the TAOR boundaries, a request is submitted to the OPCON
HQ. In turn, province and Corps officials are consulted prior to the
request being granted° Continued emphasis should be placed on subordiý
nate detachments to adjust TAORs periodically and conduct operations
outside of TAOR boundaries when feasible0

(5) Use of Bilateral Chain of Command. The USASF A Detachments are
given guidance through US channels to accomplish certain missions that
are beyond their immediate control, since "chey are not in command of the
camp or the CSF personnel. These requirements include repairing runways,
improving construction, coordinating combat operations and various other
details0 The work load placed upon the A Detachments for MOPSUMs , commun-
ication checks, planning and accompanying combat operations9 training,
etc0 • requires the full cooperation of VNSF .ounterpartso If the guidance
sent to the detachment is not paralleled through VNSF channels, the assist-
ance required from the VNSF Camp Commander is seldom rendered. Commanders
and staff officers should coordinate with their counterparts prior to
issuing instructions9 orders or giving guidance to insure that the same
message is being disseminated through VNSF channels. Bilateral dissemi-
nation of information will often insure compliance and -ooperation at
the execution level0

(6) CSF Operational Efficiency. Each CIDG camp is rated on a daily
basis as to its operational efficiency, which is computed by dividing the
total number of personnel on combat operations by the present for duty
(PDY) strength of the camp. The 5th SFGA goal is to have at least. 50% of
PDY strength on combat operations at all timeso Local security missions9
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trainingg administrative -amp details and camp hardening requirements account
for the remaining 5o%. Monthly averages for )perItional efliciencies by
Spe'.ial Forces company and Corps Tactical Zone are as follows.

SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR

Co C,, I CTZ 36% 36% .39% 43% 48% 4% 46% 50%

Co Bp II CTZ 37% 3% 41% 43% -% 50% 53% 55%

Co Aq III CTZ 24% 27% 34% 45% .50% 52% 54 59%

Co D., IV CT'Z 459 57~% 61%$ 64% 65% 70% 71%

CSF (Country-wide) 35% 38% 42% 4~7% 51; 53% -55% 58%

The operational efficiency is presently being altered to depict total present
for duty personnel on combat offensive operations overnight. This will alle-
viate duplication of reports and false or incorrect reporting . This also
will encourage detachments to conduct more overnight operations0 This policy
has resulted in increased enemy KIA and should be contirx.edo This is a mat-
ter that demands con.•tnual command emphasia, because it seems that everyone
has "good rea~or~s" to justify them nekhaving to comply with this policy°

(7) Tra •,for of CLDG Camps to 1WF Control 0  The VNSF have a training
school for their A Detachment Camp Commanders,. the Camp Commanders Course
(CCC)o Thus far 102 have graduated from this course sln,ýe it was estab-
lishod 7 October 1968. In spite .)f this, the VNSF still ,onttol- without
the amsistance of USASF9 only seven camps. Due to the impending phasedown
and possible future strength reductionq it will becoms increasingly impor-
taht for camps to be transferrui To VNSF control0  As VNSF camp commanders
and teams become proficient in camp management and capable of performing
tehir mission without USASF A Detachment asss-zance, these -,amps should be
.--ansferred -to VNSF control0 This should be done on an individual camp
ba~ii rather than as a mass transfer bazo A tamp snould not be trans-
ferred before the camp comiander and nis tem am e oompletel7y capable of
handling the situation without USASF A Detachment assistziso

(8) VNSF Logistical. System. Conversions and tranfers of Civilian
1,regular Defense Group (CIDG) camps have pointed ou-. the weaknesses of
the Vietnamese Special. Fotces (VNSF) in tne logistics field0  In the past,
the USASF had done little to assist or train personnel in this field0
Maintenance has bean performed by Filipino -technicianr0  Supply of the
CIDG has been -he responsibility of the USASFo This has xesulted in the
VNSF remaining reltively dormant in the logistical field. In additlonD
due to the availability of the more responsive supply system which supports
the CIDG-, the VNSF have cajoled their USASF counterparts into supplying
ti,esi needs as well0 All of this resulted in the failare of the Vietnamese
lo&ýstical systan to adequately support the VNSFo Since I directed that
the unauthorizyA practice of supporting the VNSF would cease, the VNSF have
taken an incrased ink.erest in improving their logistical system0  They have
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began to pressure higher logistical. installations to fill their roquirementso
They have taken steps to better educate their personnel in" supply procedures.
However, this latter effort is somewhat handicapped by shortages of person-
nel 9 especially at the A Detachment level. The policy prohibiting "scroung-
ing" for the VNSF by USASF must continue. Now that the VNSF realize the nec-
essity for accumulating demands, it Is only a matter of time before their
system can be fully functional. Support from USASF sources will not always
be available and a solid logistical base must be established by the VNSF
logisticianso

(9) Civilain Irregular Defense Group and Vietnimese Special Force-
National Training Center (VNSFNTC) Located at Dong Ba Thin. VNSF and CIDG
advanced training at Dong Ba Thin has continued without a major organiza-0
tional change during the reporting period. Programs of instruction and
lesson plans have been revised and updated to reflect changing weapons and
requirements* Lesson plans are currently being translated into English to
determine needed updating and revision. The Camp Commanders Course (CCC)
has continuous command emphasis by Detachment B-51 in order to insure that
the course is conducted in an efficient m&nnero The major problem in the
CCC is following the training schedule and having the "VNSF instructors
present on the platform at the prescribed time. On many occasions instruc-
tors from the VNSFHC and the VNSF C Detachnents fail to show up for the
classes they are to teach, thus the class is candelledo The classes that
are presented are presented well. The efficiency of the VNSF instructors
does not carry over to instruction presented to the CIDG Leadership Course
and the Combat Reconnaissance Platoon Course, In the case of both courses,
too often classes scheduled for fifty minutes are presented in thirty min-
utes. This problem results from lack of interest on the-part of the VNSF
training center cadre that are in responsible positions to Ins•.re that
instruction is presented well. At the present time p both courses are being
brought to the immediate attention of the VNSF training committee chiefs.
Training at Dong Ba Thin should be monitored very closely to ensure that
all courses are taught in a professional manner and the CIDG courses are
not relegated to coarses of secondary emphabiso

(10) Combat Orientation Course (COC). COC is a twelve day coirse for
all 5th SFGA replacement personnel except sergeants major and field grade

ficers9 and is conducted by the MACV Recon'o School, The course became
necessary due to the input of non-Spesial For,-as qualified rep'acements
from USARV as well as the increasing number of Junior offlcer's and NCOs
without combat experience. Training is given in map reading, medical
techniques, communications g combat intelligence , patrolli'ý.g, weapons, FAC
procedures9 VC tactics, Project Sonjia, evaclon and escape, mines and
booby traps9 VC expedient booby traps, and the importance of VNSF/TJSASF
counterpart relations, To support this couzse and keep it current. a
system of Individual training records 9 student critique-s and staff visits
to deployed detachments was initiated. The course has been revised three
times since its opening and revision will continue to be made as new re-
quirements from the field are identified. This course should be continued
and monitored to ensure updating as new ideas are introduced from the
field. SPECIAL HANDLING REQUIRED
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'!!) MACV Reco.'" Schc-:o The MA!rV Re-^^M Shnn1w_ vin a4 _ + IPA i in-
ing selected personnel from US and FWMAF units in the special techniques
and skills necessary to conduct successful long range reconnaissance oper-
ations in RVNo Attendance at this school is on a voluntary basis° The
selection of better students and an outstanding cadre coupled with profes-
sional instruction has resulted in a reduction of failures from 40% to
!2.8% in the past eight months. Well qualified9 professional instructors
with field experience should continue to be assigned to MACV Recondo School
and only qualified students be pormitted to attend0

(12) Aviation Support0  Command, liaison9 light resupply, personnel
transportation and, to some extentg tactical operations have been hampered
by the lack of sufficient light Army helicopter support. The 5th SFGA has
no organic aviaton support. A smal" amount of aviation support is alloca-
ted by MACV for daily use by the 5th SFGA, but this is insufficient. Hel-
icopters for tactical operations are allocated by the OPCON Field Force or
Corps depending on the mission and priorities set by that headquarters.
Support varies greatly for CIDG operations from Corps to Corps and opera-
tion to operation0 The SFCs operate most effectively when supported by
at least two helicopt,:r gunships and four troop lift helicopters of the
UH-1 series, 5th SFGA is provided two U-IA "Otters" daily. One is used
as a courier to wo of the four C Detachments daily and the other supports
the Group staff, B-3"'/ B-559 B-52 &51 and the MSFTCo Each of these air-
craft fly more than 125 productive hours monthly in support of the Group0While their support is invaluable, they are not suitable as transportation
for the commander and other key personnel on long trips because of their
slow speed, limited use in marginal weather and present full utilization on
essential missitnso The Ut21s, which have a desirable cruising speed, seat-
ing capacity and all weather capability are requested frcm IFFV on a mission
basis. There are four U-21s available for flights in suppcrt of IFFV daily.
The use of one is limited to CG, IFFV. The remaining three are used to sup-
port twelve Generals, major unit ao-mmanders, and the IFV principal staff0
Scheduling priority is based on rank and the nature of the mission° Although
IFFV does a commendable job of managing its limited U-21 assets to provide
,he maximum support to all users, the szpport available to tha 5th SFGA is
less than adequate0  On occasion, U-21 support has not bben available for
the CO; more often, requested time schedules cannot be me'.. Confirmation
of reqaestoed U-21 support is made between 1?00 and 2000 hours the night be-
fore the flight, makin.g it difficult to adjust plans should the requested
support fail to be provided. While U-21 support has been requested and pro-
vided from MACV sources from time to time, MACV is not required to support
5th SFGA ard- cannot always do so. Because of the magnitude of the CIDG pro-
gram in Vietnam and the wide dispersion of the units involved, rapid, depend-
able air transportation for the commander and staff is essential to the 5th
SFGA advisory mission. The 5th SFGA must. continue to advise MACV, USARV and
OPCON Field Force/Corps Headquarters of the need for adequate aviation sup.
port,

k13) Tactical Airlift Support0 The number of C.-.As supporting 5th SFGA
logistical operations has been reduced from eleven to eight. On occasion,
there has been a backlog of supplies at Company C in Da Nang due to insuffi-
ciont C=7A supporte Company D in IV CTZ rneeds to supplement USAF airlift
witb CH-47 support since seven of its CIDG camps do not ha'40 airfieldso IV
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Corps provides this support only on a sortie by sortier basis, A similar
situation sometimes exists in I CTZ. Most CIDG camps and runways wore
built with the idea that the C-7A woul~d be the type aircraft most used for
resupply. Should the USAF fail to replace the C_7A with an aircraft with
equal short field capabilities or fail to maintain an adequaate number of
C-"As ,, a major construction effort will have to be initiated0 to J.-ngthen
Special Forces camp runways. MACVv USARY and the 834th Air Division must
be kept informed of 5th SFGA tactical airliL"t requirements and continued
emphasis placed on proper utilization of thoss asserts currently available
by 5th SFGA elements.

(14) POIWAR Teamso A small peroentage of POLWAR Teams are still un~-
tra_-ined , while other teams contain members lacking formal POIWAR training0
Or oc:asionq, POI.WAR Teams have been employed by the VNSF Camp Commander
and che USASF Camp AdVisor on work detaile and other irrelevant. activities.
in some ar-eas such as II andA IV CTZ, POIWAR Teams have been unable to com~-
muni.cate with all ,ethniic and lingaiistic di~rezFity eiistiLng -in the camp's
TAOR. This was not taken into account when selecting team members0 The
present "POIWAR Course' levels of inst-ru:-tion are geared -too h-lgh~, and the
Vtetnamese instruct3r5 have given insufficient consideration to the educa-
tional development and background of trainae6 from minori~ty groups0  &~pha.-
sis on training of new teams and encouraging implementition of refresher
courses for trcainerJ teams9 as is currently being done by some ýoinpaniesq
is required to assure 3ompotence of POIWAR Teams0 Proper empý_oyment of
POIWAR Teams is a command responsibility and mustu be L.mIA16m-ented through
di.tectives and command inspections0 POIWAR Team members shaould present
as much as possibles a cross section of &1I major, ethnic groups with whom
the team comes in contacit. Finally9 zareful evaluat-ion should' be made
through -Interviews and records maintained of personnel educational back-
ground in teams al-ready formed.

(15) Control and Maintenance of Alrfle"4 o The 5ih SFGA has primary
responsibility for the control and niainterjanice of forty.-f~our airfields
loca-Lev-I at CIDG camps throughout RVNo Much progi ess has been. made in re-
cent months in this area although erosion and constant use mako airfield
maintenac-e and repair a continuing problem. Priority of construction and
repair efforts should be given the repair oil airfields to keep them oper-~
ational at'- all times.

04.6) Availability and Capabilities of '-"- Personnelo With cr-ýIy 80%
assigned of authorized, MOS 11F trained personnel are highly essential to
the su_-cesasful accomplishment of the 5th SFGA mission. MOS 11F personnel
are qualified in both the operational and intelligence areas. This head-
q..1a-terýs on several-occ aions has contacted Headquarters, United States
Army,- Vietnam regarding oar shor-Uall in 11iF requirements. Throughout 1968
anyd thais far Ln 1969, only 75 to 80 parr,ýerl.C of our monthly requisitions in
MOS 'I~F have baen filled. Other units in USARV receive only 50% of thnrr
fill in MOS I11F, USARV has requested assistance from Department of the
Ariry regarding the shortages of hl1Fs in 5th SFGkO As a, temporary measure,
DA is applying 12Bs drho have completed a short intelligence course at Fort
Holabir'dq Marylandq against ther 5th SFGA 11F requisitions,. The course of
instruction does not fully qualify an Lndividual for a position as Intel-=
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liger~e Sergean~t on an A Detachrients, but iit does qualify himi for an 11F
assignment in a Command and Control D-ctachment, Assigning these personnel
to the C&C Detachments releases more fully qualified 1hF personrnel for
assignment to A Detachments. To be fdly effec'ziveq 4n 11F should be
thoroughly trained in Order of Ba-,Ttle 9 Counterintelligences, N interroga-
tion, Collections, Aerial Surveillance andJ Intelligeno.e Aiministration. At
present, 11Fs are not this well Trained0 He must also make every effort
to1 insure that his counterpart is equjally know'Ledgeable and competent in
all facets of intelligence. To insure that the proper training is avail-
atle for Intelligence So:rgeants (MOS 11F) programmed for &ssignment to 5th
SFGA9 this command has prepared a six-week Program of Instruction (POI) for
incofporation into the current Intelligence Specialist Coiursa for Special
F(-c ces personnel at the USAISs, Fort HolAbirds, Marylarrd0  A copy of this POI
nab also been forwarded to the USA John F0 Kernedy Center for Spec-ial Warfare.
This POI covess all functional areas of in-telligence,, to include Order of
Bat-tle9 Collections, Coianterintelligenceo Imagery Interpretation and Army
Seauxity Agency0 In addition, classes or, the Army Functional Files System,
geography and government of the ~Republic of Vietnam1, counterpart relations
arxi ba3ic Army intelligence regulation3 were included0 The policy of assign~-
ing honafide IiF personnel with S suffix to A Detachments and the retrained
1.2Bs to C&C Detachments should continue0 in time, the programs as outlined
above should provide, well qualified 1:.Fs in sufficient number to sustain
the qualiLty and quantity of '.1Fs 5th SFGA requires.

(17) Mlaximum Effective Use of Comba-t Reconnaissance Platoons (CR?).
CRPs are the eyes and ears of the camp commanders, and should b& u~.tilized to
the maxirmum in the field of Intelligencee gat-hering and not -.s assault forceeso
Tc inzilre continued wacoess of the CRPs1, it is requirewd that saturation
patrolling be given continued emphaslL0 CRP Nperational effic~iency and
proper utilization should be of maximaom commani concern0

(18) Agent Evaluation Program0 Ev'ery intelligence program which em-
ploys Coded agents murst effect a continucal evaluatioL of all agents to
identify and terminate or rea~tunproa-u.:tive ones. A monthly review
of the agent~s activities and production is accomplisheiJ by the Military
Intelligence Specialists at The B a&M C Det-a-chmentsý. The agent's aetiv-
Iite:. anj bis eval-.ation, made by the A Detachme~nt Intel22Agenoe Sergeantg
13 reviaewed by these intelligence spe-lalists anxiif a change is thought
aitl-iahle, it is recommenled. The military Intelligence specialists at
oath the B and C Detachments must matce frequent liaisor. visitz to the A
Dezachmenta. It is essential that the intelligen-ce specialists be as
knowledgeable of the A Detachment'-- operat;ional area and their problems
as the A Detachment Intelligence Sergeant0o This cont.in-L*.s evaluation of
agent.-.: has a buailt-.in cost effectiveness feaz:ursq for by ider.ftifying and
trmt.r4.i~ing or retargeting the unpznoductive agentj. fruitle.5-s expenditures
are eliminated. A request has beer, made to ea.-h company to organize an
intelligence evaluation team. Thes6 teams will analyta the collection and
coun~terintelligence goals,, set for nets and coded agent.s, and determine if
they are realistic0 Nambers and quality of IRs will te the determining
factor for recommending retentions, training or termination0SPECIAL HANDLING REQUIREDNOT RELEASABLE TO FOREIGN45 NATIONALS
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(19) Biographic Reporting. A Biographic Reporting Program to meet
DIA and MACV requirements for the collection of background and personality
data on foreign officers and intelligence personnel is necessary, In the
past year command emphasis has been placed on this program. In addition9
doebiers on all VNSF officers and NCOs are compiled and stored in the Col-
lection Branchq S2 Section, 5th SFGA. These dossiers are of great help
in preparing newly assigned personnel for assumption of their countorpart
roles. This makes it possible for SF personnel to know their counterparts
bettero thus becoming more effective in their role as advisors.

(20) Polygraph. For the past year, the polygraph prog:.am has proven
to be extremely valuable9 not only in screening civilian employees, but
also in direct support of combat operations. It provides the most timely
moihod of verifying information from prisoneas of war, ralliers, and de-
tainees. Since October 19689 1201 VC/VCI/NVA have seen identified through
polygraph examinations. HQ) 5th SFGA, and each company has a need for a
polygraph operator. Thus 9 the Polygraph Branch should consist of 5 exam-
inersq one administrative clerk and five interpreters. At least two of the
five interpreters should be fluent in one or.mcr Montagnard dialects and
Cambodian. The supported company should be levied for one interpreter.
This would allow the examiner and his interpreter to process an individual
while at the same time the company interpreter would complete the preo
examination interview* Thus9 the number of examinations per day could be
doubledo

(21) Agent Communications (B-57)- Unilateral intelligence collection
activities have been greatly hampered by lack of a suitable clandestine
radio transmitter/receiver. Various radios p suoh as the AN/PRC.25, AN/PRC_
74, HT-1 9 DELCO 5300 and 3200 models have been considered and tested0
These have proven to be unsatisfactory for reasons of limited range, unde-
sirable weight or sizes excessiv'e transmission skip zones or extremely high
,cost. What is needed is a relatively inexpensive radio with ranges of five
to 50 kilometers and capable of being operated by indigenous personnel.
Simplicity is a governing factor as the indigenous agents have poo. educa_
tional backgrounds and often are illiterate. This headqaarters has sent a
letter to the Limited Warfare Laboratoryq Aberdeen Proving Grounds, Aberdeen,
Marylandq with an information copy to the Intelligence MAterial Development
Office outlining the requirements of the type radio desired. These offices
were requested to provide this command with such a radio.

(22) Maintenance at the A Detachment Level. Maintenance of every type
of equipment at the A Detachment level is a constant problem. Primarily
this is due to the lack of experienced operators and the lack of skilled
maintenance personnel in the A Detachment. In addition much of the equip-
ment is operated by indigenous personnel who have no concept of the need to
maintain equipment. This is compounded by the fact that the average A
Detachment Commander is inexperienced in the requirement for a closely sup-
ervised maintenance program due to his short length of Army service. He
is also preoccupied with operational matters$, and the past group policy of
"maintenance by replacement" which he has heard about is now passKo The
Eastern Construction Company Incorporated (ECCI) Filipino technicians at
the C and B Detachments can provide limited maintenance assistance, pri-
marily of the 2d and 3d echelon levels0 However, unless a vigorous9 closely
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supervised maintenance program is established and maintained at the A De.,
tachment level 9 the problem will continue. The Logistical Support Center,
in an effort to resolv" a portion of this problem, has initiated classes
on generator maintenance for all personnel who attend the Group's "Combat
Orientation Course". This short class has proven effective as illustrated
by the fact that problems with generators at the A Detachment level have
been drastically reduced. Continued comma.,d emphasis must be placed on
maintenance programs in the field detachments and the present generator
maintenance class for incoming personnel should be continuedo

(23) Vehicle Utilization. A survey of vehicle utilization in the
Group Tevealed that an excessive number of vehicles were issued to the
SFOB, a.a the A9 B and C Detachments0  This excessive rAurber of vehicles,
which were rnt utilized to their full capacity, was imposing excessive
requirements on the exi.sting Group maintenance facilities. The number of
,ehipies in operation was materially reduced, after consultation with each
company and Group Headquarters Staff Section, without :"rifi-Ang opera&
tional efficiency0 This resulted in two important savings Lf personnel
and funds to the Groap9 (1) the vehicle naintgna.ice requirement was reduced,
and (2) the requirement for purchase of repair par-t-s and vehicle replacement
was reduced. The 5th SFCKL L'st continue to review the requirement for ve-
hicles by all subordinate units with trne purpose of insuring that the only
vehicles issued are those that are actually recuiredo

(24) Third Country Support Through Use of Filipino Technicians. It
was determined to be necessary that the 5th SFGA provide up to general
support and limited rebuild maintenance capabilites in order to properly
support the CIDG programo Special Forces perscnnel lacked the necessary
skills to operate a maintenance facility of this size. The problem was
solved by a contract with the Eastern Consr.ruction Company 9 Into (ECCI),
Quezon Cityq Republic of the Phill-pi.ies to provide the nec.essary quali-
fied personnel to man the 5th SFGA maintenance program0 The purpose of
the 214 authorized Filipinos is two-fold: to support the LSCI C and B
Detachment maintenanxe facilities s an-d to teach the irl.igenous personnel
the skills and trades they need to support 5tn SFGA maintenance actlvi-
ties. Skilled personnel were provided in the following areas; airboat
repair, vehicle painting and body repair, all types of vehicle repair,
all types of engine rebuilding, office equiapment repair, air-conditioner
and refrigeration repair• machine shop and welding and crew-served and
individual-weapons repair- 5th SFGA should continue the program of
employing Filipino technicians through the ECCIo To provide the needed
skills in our maintenance program, emphasis shou?' be given the training
of Vietnamese ciilians to eventually replaie the Fllp:i.o employees.

(25) C Detachment Funds Officers. The financial administration of
CIDG funds at the C Detachment level is a full time job which encompasses
payment of civilians and CIDG troops, the control and safeguarding of cash,
purchases on the local market, negotiating contractual arrangements with
local vendors, and supervising the administration of funds at the B and
A Detachment levels0 The duties and responsibilities of a C Detachment
Funds Officer are complex and are not included in the curriculum of any
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service school. Therefore, this is a formidable taAk 9 especially to an
officor with no prio' financial management eaperience. In addition9 the
Funds Officer is umau&.ly assigned so many other essential tasks that he
rarely can find the time to properly supervise financial management and
fund control. The 5th SFGA MTOE should be revlewed to include the require-
ment for four officers, whose basic branch is Finances, for assignment as
Funds Officer at each C Detachment. C Det&ahment Funds Officers should be
appointed as a primary or special staff officer at each C Detacnment level.
Duties associated with financial management constit-dxe a full-time job and
no other duties should be assigned0 The efflcier.-,, .,ontinaous management
of financial assets is a vital facet of the commander?. mission.

(26) Medical Training. Intensive atlempta are being made to draw the
VNSF medical personnel into treatment of CIDG patients. This program un-
fortunately is proceeding slowly for several reasonsss lack of medical
competence by many of the VNSF doctors and medics; la.•k of desire on the
part of Vietnamese to treat Montagnards, Nungs, Cambo-dianss, eto; and lack
of trust on the part of the CIDG in the medical capability of the VNSFo
We must continue to integrate VNSF doctors,: nxrse and meai :3 into the
treatment of CIDGo This increases their meaical competence ag well as
their interest in the individual CIDG soldier° Trairning pcgr•amu for VNSF
nurses and medics have been instituted in all four CTZso The.e programs
are usually run in association with'the company CIDG hospital and are
conducted by both USASF and VNSF medical personnel. Because of their
extensive training, USASF medics are the best in the world and often
the responsibility they feel toward the patient hampt-s them in releas-
ing the treatment of patients to those they feel ara- lesss ecvripetent
than themselves0  USASF medical ;ersonnel must remember that they are
advisors to the VNSFo They carmot 9 howevee, neglect their responsibil-
ity to the patient for sound, competent medical care in the saving of
life ard limb0

(27) Prevention of Hepatitis. The gioup hepatit•st rate ccntlnues
to be among the highest in Vietnam. By nature of the areas of operati6ns
and our work with indigenous personnel, USASF personnel are constantly
exposed to the hepatitis virus in the food and liquids they consume. To
increase protection against the hepatitis virus all persormnel within the
command will take yamma globulin as prescrited by the •omponent surgeon0
Due to the unique mission of WSASF personnel:. their exposure to contagious
disease is probably higher than any other u-it in Vietnam0  Although there
have been many epidemics of diseases among lndigenots personnel in areas
where USASF have been operating g USASF casualties have been kept low by a
strictly enforced immunization program0

(28) The New -Stabo Rig"o The Mcire Rig was designed because of the
need to extract personnel from the dobole and triple canopy jungle where
the helicopter troop ladder or set down methods were impossible0 It has
been responsible for saving many lives in RVN; however, it does have a num-
ber of disadvantages0 When mounting the rig, an indi'vidual mrst stand
erect and therefore expose himself. He is not free to use his hands to
fire his weapon or otherwise protect hinmself when being dragged through
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the trees. He may be knocked out of the rig, Moreoxer, it is almost imz
possible to use the rig for the extraction of a seriously wounded person.
A new extraction rig has been developed by 5th SFGA and is currently being
tested by the MACV Recondo School (see Figures 1-3, Inclosure 6). Fol-
lowfrg is a description of the now extraction rig now called the "Stabo
Rig"g a harness was constructed from Type III nylon webbing that utilizes
pull-down leg straps for body support and is worn similar to a parachute
harnsss. Ammo poaches an6 other load bearing equipment are mounted on the
harness which is worn by the individual. Before the arrival of the aircraft,
the pull-down leg straps are passed between the legs and fastened to the "D"
rings mountee on the front of the harness0 During extraction a nylon rope
tied with a double bowline is lowered from the aircraft0 Snaplinks on the
nylon rope are attached to floating "D" rings on the harness shoulder straps.
The individual can be either in a prone or kneeling position during hook upo
His hands are free at all times to use his weapon or radio0 The time for
extraction is greatly shortened. Wounded personnel can also be extracted
by this methodic If aircrew members were to be provided the basic harness,
any helicopter would have the capability of effecting an extraction. An
"Ensure" report was submitted to USARY in November 1958s which, in effect,
presents the idea and the stages of development and testing. The 2d Log
Command in Okinawa is presently prodccing 1,,000 sach rigs for further
field testing and use by 5th SFGAo I believe the "Stabo Rdg" is a giant
step forward in jungle extraction and should be pursued vigorously.

(29) Utilization of Assau'lt Helicopters to the Periphery of the TAORo
Once a CIDG camp has been established and has conducted aggressive recon-
naissance and combat operations in its assigned TAOR 9 the enemy moves his
base areas, way stations and infiltration routes to the periphery or just
outside the limits of the TAORo CIDG operations conducted along the peri-
phery of camp TAORs when deployed by assault helicopter, alluowing the enemy
a minimum of reaction time, have met with considerable success. Many cache
sites, base areas and way stations have been found in this manner and CIDG
units have obtained impressive kill ratios. CIDG units should continue to
conduct operations along the periphery of camp TAORs and outside of camp
TAORs using available air assets. OPCON headquarters should be kept apý
prised of the advantage of the operations and encouraged to make the re-
quired air assezs available.

b. Recommendations:

(1) That the areas of emphasis listed in sub-paragraph a above continue
to receive attention by the ýommanding Officer, Jrth Special Forces Group
(Airborne).

(2) That DA, through the appropriate command 9 conduct an analysis of
the CIDG program in terms of revising existing PARASOL pelicies and devel3.
oping a handbook or field manual on the conduct of a paramilitary program
with the myriad tasks and problems to facilitate more efficient performance
and management of PARASOL programs in the future.

(3) That paramilitary operations and their utility to conventional
units be a subject for instruction at Army branch schools, certain special-
ist schools such as the Army Intelligence School; USAC&GSC, and USAWCoSPECIAL HANDLING REQUIRED
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INCLOSURES

NUMBER ITEM

1 LOI - Implementation of CIDG fay Card System with
Joint Directive USASF and VNSF Number 3-69, dated
18 April 1969

2 5th S FGA Regulation 37-400, dated 2 September 1968

3 Letter to all commanders in 5th SKA, subject:
POLWAR, CA and PSYOPS, dated 26 June 1968

4 CIDG Quarterly Accompanied Operations Data

5 Evaluation of VNSF Synopsis

6 SIABO Rig
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HEDQU'ARTERS

5TH SPECLIL FORCES GROUP (AnBORNE). 1ST SPECiAL FORCES
APO 96240

AVGB-A 18 April 1969

SUBJECT: LOI - Implementation of ClDG Pay Card System

SEE DISTRIBUTION

1. Joint Policy Directive, USASF and VNSF, Number 3-69, 18 April 1969, Iucl 1..

2. 2 : a. The payment of CiDG personnel is a USASF responsibility. This
r.sponsibility includes the proper safeguarding, accounting, and payment of US
Government funds to legitimate members of the CIDG.

b. The validity of CIDG soldiers as legitimate, effective, and operational
members of the force is the responsibility of the VNSF.

c. All members of the CIDG, both CSF and 1113F, will be issued a serially
numbered Identification Card by the VISF. For every GIDG issued an ID Card, a
like numbered Strike Force Pay Card, hereafter referred to as a Pay Card, will
be prepared for retention by the USASF A, B, or C-Detachment Commander.
3, Disgtribution of CIDG ID and Pay Cards Forms to frinciplIssuin Un :

a. The VNSFHC has distributed CIDG ID Card Forms in serially numbered
blocks to its C and Separate Detachment Commanders as follows:

C-1 From 000001 to 0;0o000

C-2 From 010,001 to 040,000

C-3 From 040,001 to 060,000

C-4 From 060,001 to 080,000

B-55 From 080,001 to 083,000

A-502 and .AC. Recondo From 083,001 to 086,000

B-51 From 086,001 to 087,000

B-52 From 0879001 to 087,500

i6i



S0BJECT: LOl - Implementation of CiDiG iay Card System

b. Pay Cards will be distriLu-etvB in seriallj ;,j.bered -locks to J3i 15
Commanders in the save sequence as indicated in paragraph 3a a,,ove for UIDC
ID Cards. Pay Cards are accountaLle and will be receipted Zor ',&.tween this
headquarters and all subordinate detacl-c.cnts on D' form 410, Ieceipt for

Accountable Forms (iU 310r1-). Pay Cards will Le afforded the s-z.e degree of
protection as that given government funds. Eacli UbASF C, B, and A-DetachmenI
Commander will appoint, on orders, a Doc;ument Control Officer who will ba
responsible for t)e receipt, safenu inLg, preparation, and accc-4rting of the
Pay Cards, to include cards voided by reason of death, des.ertion, or release
from the CIDG program. One copy of each appointing orac's" •illl be forwarded by
the appointing authority io the next ý.igher he')dquaarter-. C and Scparate Deta.,h-
ments wrill forward appointing orders to this headquartera, ..,?T I . 1969, ATTIJ;
AVGB-AC, and immediately upon the appointment of new Docux.oii-c Control Ot'icers.

4. Sub-Distributionn ;renaatQ4QLPa Gioas.

a. Pay Cards will bt further slib-di&tziabuted by T.he •56; in such a manner
that for every CIDG issued an ID Card o.r tne VL. a corresponding numbered
Pay Card will be prepared and maintai:e;- by tMe Document Control Offii.er at the
camp tQ which the CIDG is assigned,

b. VNSF and USA2F Commanders w~ll ,-.ordinate to insure that.

(1) CIDG ID and Pay Cards ar? "iistr:buted to camps in the same sequence.,

(2) Both the USSLF and VSF u;ndersi~and that payments Co CiDG will not be
made sg•ly upon the present-ation of a CEDG iC Card. USASF ipying officials
must have on file a like numbered _;.': ForZc Pay Card for every C LG 1DC a9

(3) ID Cards and Pay Cards are ;i epEuredi at the same time. The USASF will
make four identical " X 1-k snapsnots of •aoh CID3. The first and second
photos will be glued respe.,tively or-.- 'the front portions of both the CiD', ID
and Pay Caxd in the block captioned 'oThe third photo will be glued onto
the Individual Earnings Recor3 (5tLh S!Au Fory, 124-R). The fourth jhoto will
glued onto 5th SML Form !7R, prenaration of which contained in separate in-
structions. Pictures of CIDIY will b. made without a hat or cap, without dark
glasses and with collar turned down.

c. The Pay Card is printed in both Vietnamese and English. The iront
portion of the card will be completed exactly like the C-D)G ID Card. ',,e right
thumb print of tae CIDG will be affixed on the blank back side cf the Pay Car(-.
o.', the left of the card. Pay Cards will be maintained and properly safeguarded
by the immdiate USASF Detachment Document Control Officer.

d. Both the ID and Pay Carle will be laminated by the USAiSF.



AVGB-A 18 April 1969
SUBJECT: Lui - implementation of ClOG Pay Card Syusama

5. Voiding of Pay Cards: a. In the case of CIDG KI., or released from the
CIDG program, the Document Control Officer will stamp "VOID" on the applicable
Pay Card and annotate the reason for voidence below the "VOID' stamp, this is,
KIA or "Released."

b. CIDG missing in action will be carried in an active status for a period
of 60 days from the date missing in action. If after 60 days a ClDG is still
missing his Pay Card will be "VOID" stamped and annotated "NEW'" below the "VOID"
stamp.

Co For CIDG deserters, that is, CIDa AWOL for a period of 15 or more days,
the Document Control Officer will "VOID" stamp the applicable Pay Card anno-
tating "Deserter" below the "VOID" stamp. Deserters will be reported to the
local Province Chief inidicating the serial number of the CIDG ID Card in each
deserter's possession.

d, An Pay Cards voided at the A and B-Detachment level will be forwarded
to the Funds Officer of the B-Detachment for appropriate arnotation of the CIDG
payrolls in accordance with 5th SFUA Regulation 37-1 . C-Detachment Funds
Officers will follow the same procedure for those CIDG paid directly by their
office. Voided pay cards will be retained on file at the B or C-Detachment for
reference purposes to include input for the next monthly 14OPSUM report.

a. In order to prevent the occurrence of incidents between the USASF, VNSF,
and CIDG, Pay Cards should not be voided and forwarded to funds officers until
USASF and VNSF camp officials are in agreement on the chalige in status of any
CIDG.

6. Replacement of Lost ID Cardsý Loss of an ID Card by a CIDG will necessi.
tate the issuance of another CIDG ID Card by the VNSF and the preparation ol
another Pay Card by the USASF, both numbered identically. The Document Control
Officer will "VOID" stamp the old Pay Card, annotating the word "Lost" below
the "VOID" stamp. Voided Pay Cards will also be forwarded to the appropriate
funds officer.

7. Payday Procedures: On payday, a pay formation will be called with personnel
in the sequence indicated on the payroll, When the pay formation has been
called the USASF Detachment Agent/Funds Officer will pay the CIDG according to
the following procedure. Each individual on the payroll will be required to
produce a current serially numbered CIDG Identification Card complete with a
picture of the bearer. The USASF Agent/Fund Officer will establish the iden-
tity of the person to be paid by comparing the CIDG ID Card with the Pay Card
maintained by the USASF Camp Commander. If the numbers, personal data, and
pictures on the ID Card and Pay Card match and the person is identifiable with
his picture, the USASF Agent/Funds Officer will pay the individual. Each in-
dividual will affix his signature or fingerprint on the appropriate block on
the payroll, Also, the Pay Card of the individual will be punched by the USASF
Agent/Funds Officer in the appropriate monthly pay period. A CIDG cannot and
will not be paid twice for the same monthly pay period. The procedures to be
followed for Supplemental Payrolls are the same as for Regular Payrolls,
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AVG-A 18 April 1960
SUBO T: LOI - Implementation of CIDG Pay Card System

8. I~nd4••0_1 _ A_____ __rd: Use of the Strike Force Pay Card does not pre-
elude the manth3, m•intenance of the Individual Earnings Record (ASFF1-66 Form)

on each CIDG by the 0 or B-Detacbment funds officer as prescribed in 5th SMA
Regulation 37-1.

9. Use of StrikA Force Pay Card: The pay card should be used by USASF as a
soiwae document for imuster roll calls,

FOR THE CONMft4DmR:

I Inal HORACE E, JORDAN
as LTC, INF

Adjutant

DIStMIBUTION:
A



VIET HAM CONG HOA DEPARTMWIT OF THE ARWZ
BEQU~OC PHONG HEADQUARTER~S

BO TONG THAM UU H QLVNCH 5TH SPECIAL FORCES. GROUP (AIRBORNE)
IST SPECIAL FORCES

APO 96240
s_ _ _ /LLDB/Pl/BKQ
8 9 V U V A' N T Hl JOINT POLICY DIRECTIVE USS and VNSF

........... No 3-69 18 April 1969

TRICH YE'J•- Th; T* Thn vi Thi; L-dnbg BKQ SUBJECT: CIDG ID and Pay Cards

THAM cHIEU: SVVT S6'0OO•50/LLB/`Pl/BKQ REFRECE: Momo No OO1450/AMB/PlAR
n&QV 05.2.69 dated 5 Fab 69

AIo- TONG QUAT•- Ia- GENERAL:

1-1= EKQ la m.•t Ldc Wod.ng Bin u (iu-z-n 11- The CIDG. is a para-militar7 force
do I-tc-Ldbng Dft-Biit Vi~t Nam chi'huq.' 'that is commanded and administered by the
die•'hzhh'vi do IDB Hoa'-ky CotT•, YOM Vietnamese Special Forces (VNSF)., and
tr-6 tAi chs~h vi tiih liiu. Vi~c tri financed and supplied by the United States
ludng cho BKQ lI trach nitfm cua, LL.,B/HK. ArW Special Forces (USASF). The payment

Trach nhiem n4 bao go vi&i theo doi W6 of CIDO personnel is a USASF responsibi-
lidng bon, * e 'toan vi vi,* tri lidi8ng trong lityo This reponsibi3ity includes the
ngan khoan Chinh-Phi Hoa-ky cho nhitig BKQ proper safeguarding, accounting and pa-
hop pha*. men' of funds to legitimate members of

the CIDGo

12. Ta ca" nhig BKQ do LLDB/VN teCD
tri d•u d16c cap phat thd cal cild6 t4 . 12ý All members of the CIDG who are
thai BKQ, Them vao d6, BKQ cung ddoc cap administered by the VNSF will be issued
phit the' lidng cuhg m6t s8'thd'tu! v6i a serially numbered Identification card;
the t4X. thin BKQ, The' n de chdng nhAn additionally. for every CIDD issued an
nhu? the3 lidng va do cac Toan A) B4 C ID card, a like numbered Strike Forces
LIDB/HK thdc hi&n, ca' phit vi luu gidi Pa Card, here after refered to as a Pa

card, will be prepared for issuance and
retention by ther A, B or C Detachment (USASF).

MI= VIC LUU GI(VA PHAN PHO1 THE ThY THAN II- STOCKAGE AND DISTRIBUTION OF CIDG ID
VA THE LUONG BKQ A PAY CAR"
"21- Phong 1'BTLA. i/V va og 1/ 21= The G1, VNSF/HC, and the 81 5th

LDS/LLDB/HK phoi hdp chit che' de'thidc hign SFGA, will closely coordinate their re-
kip th6i nu cau the t4 thin vethA l1idng quirements for ID mad Pay Cards to insure
BKQ hau daim bao rn.t c4 khoin t~a kho dn that a six month stockage level is con-
tri trong 6 thang li&n tuc., tinual3y maintained.

22. Phoig 1/BTL/LIZB/VN co' trach nhifim 22- The GI, VNSF/HC will distribute
dqig sb th,' tu lii& tuc trei thd t4 thai, ID card forms in serially numbered blocka
d6ag thdi tho& baa' ch'o Phoig l/LD5/LLDB/ to VNSF C Detachment and Separate unit
HK 7 ngk trac khi phin phb3 ca kholn commanders and will advise the S1, 5th
thi tui thin BKQ cho cac CHr/C v•CHT/Dnh-vi SFGA, of intended distribution and block

•. 3-."5



biet lpTh9 thiI6 nmi' nhi tit~n idi cho 5ccuence at least se'ven (7) days in ad-
Phong lADS/IlK trong 'vific phka phbl'ithe9 vanm.e of the date tlat the ID card toriim
liIng BKQ cho cac Toain C/LLDB/HK ve ca6 are to be diatrib&ctod. Xis wi~l. allow
Ddn-vi b~t i4p thoo curig xibt sa'thii' tif the S1~, 5th SkthA 'r-.c distribute PV cards
lie'n t~uc 4r6i thý tri. thin BKQ. to USASF C and Separate detachment in

the same blhck sequence of thp CTTh, ID
card forms.

23.~ V6i chi"i hiidn' vquni4A tr&i, ?3-. The VVSF and UJSAS? C and Separate
cac CHT/C vi CHT/Ca'c Ddn..vi bift. 1a4 1DB! detacbhmet coamanders will c-oord.~nate
VII -.dig nhtL LLDB/HBK c~iiph&[ hdp cikt chd their stockage .cid distribution of MD and
laim th~e'naa de vc pa"'hi 4 caýi doh-. Pay cards in anach it maimer that for every
vi trdc tbta6c sb Ihe' ti thgn va~ thi Ltidng CI1XU Issued an ID camd by the VNSFJ, a
cua n~if BKQ caig c6 mdt acS thii' ti gi~g corresponding numbered Pay card will be
nhau. prepared and maintained by the USASF.

,ýI A A T

Ill.= THIET LIIP THE TUY ~MAN VA THE L66NG III-, PREPARATION OF ID AND PAY CA1IDS-ý

3V~ De tien vi~c doiý chie~u vaý nh~an 31- To facilitate the reference and
dang, thei tiy, thi^n vi th4 liidng BKQ phii recognition, the CIDO TD and Pay icards
diibe thie4 t lýp canh cxiithea Ij lich Auig will be prepared at. the s--); time9 indi-
m~t ci nh~n. Vi~c chup anh cho BKQ ag cating the same persoriel ia. a. The USASF
dorc.ic Toin TI.DB/HK traith nhi&m thub hi'n- detachment will be respzlnsible' for taking
moi BKQ chup i 16 ~hcu ~ tran .dentical photographs far (4)A cu ýýtsh CII)(3 Two
kh&ig da)3ýe mang kii~h -an vazba gip th~p- identical. pictures will be made without
Anb dudc daji vE~o khung Uicn kid d'mit tr66 a hat or cap, witt ut dark "lsse" an d
zu~a 2 11oai the" (Tie' thin BKQ 4ai the' la3ng). ý-oflar turned doiei requirod f,)r each DUG.,

The 4x6 cenmimeter size photo will be
gluel onto the front portions. of both the
TP and Pay cards in the required block,

32- Ngo!ii ra. de ba? daxi cho thZ khoi 32N Addi~imnally, the ID and Pay
nhau nit vi sac:h se' Ca-- Toin. LLDB/HK sJ' cards will be lamdnated -ko protect frcm
th-dc hi~i v-i_- boc nhuk cho ca' 2 :Loa:L the elements and rough ýmdiandhg. Thes
the' tr^ ', sau khi tht1c• hiei va thMlý cards willbeaintdythUSS
xong, _ctter thei-r preparation.

33- Trong t~riing hoý the tu.* thin 33- Loss of an CIDG ID Card will
BKQ bi mit ngoii ca-; bidh phap Vc lult cause the bearer to be puinshed and will
ap dung dA vdi. BK14 dubbg sit. Don vi. quan- cause the issuance oS' anfther ID card by
tri pha. triiih xin i i& chii6 fcc'than W'en' khe VNSF and the preparaztion of another

ciý pA thy thidonj th1to'ng~,ba6 cho Pay -.ard by thje UeASF. tothb number Idn-'
Toan Co-van Hoa-Ky, lien ht d6 thiet lap ial.
the' ludng kbic dA co Plat si' thil Wi nhti nhau.

A, IV.- PAYDAY PROUFDURc
IV. THE THMC NGAY LANH LiOkGt

On pAydey a pay f ormation will be
Den; ngigv phAt lu'ofig. BKQ sa' haiig zsalled 'with GIDG personnell in the sequence

isI ,~ iin v' iduc goi thea s6 'thtl'Ui trong i'idtzated an `-he p~yrdll3 the USASF Agent/
S; lubbg va-Si quan ta ngin LIDB/HK ph~ii Fund offi.cer will pay the CIIK DG coiding
a~o dung theo ca~c tha tue san d~r to the foll'oving procedure_-.



41-J. )di BKQ coi t6n trong sA Jai~nge. 43- Each CIDO membor on the payroll
phkd ruit trish the' t4i thin od dainh s9 , thu will be required to produce a current
tii v~i dA& dA hi-Ah inh cula ngd~i cta the, --ri914~ numbered CIflQ Identification card

.k 21- S- 9 an tiki ngin LLDB/HK co' tra'ch completed with a picture of the bearer.

nimdi chir n1 hin di6n va so sAnh gixfa 42-. The USASF Agent/Fund officer will
t§'*tub' thfin ciUi ngo6i diidc tra, lidng vi establish the indentity of the erson to oa

the" WLdng lIda eV' bai LLD/HKO paid by comparing the CIIM ID) card with the

43 hisO tdti i ih ~ tog pay card maintained by the USASF,

the lanli 1xidng vi thg i4~ than phi! h8p V~i 43 If the numbers, personal data
iiiucig nh11 BKQ linh ldang dýang vAi *:¶iih and pictures on the ID card and Pay card

an:7 SiC-quan tii ngfin LLDB/HK s; phat 111o'ng matzh and the person is indenti~fiable with
cho dddng ad1. his pic.ture, the USAS7P Agent/,Fund officer

44- 41 KQ hli4 tn hic im .V ill pay thqe individuaL.

vi'o 6vu6 ng thi~ch h6p trong so~ liffdng. 4-Eo ,Gmmbrwl fi i
Cutig vA' th&'thu1 ni~, Siý-qaan t~il ngfin signature or fingerprint an the appropriate
LLDB/HK s9 b~k le' tren the' l1d~ng cu'a duldg bloeA on the payroll., With these criteria
ad vio thzig trai luldng. w~complished,, t1he USASF Agent-Fsund officer

I will pvunch the app~ropriatte block ol current
45- 141 BKQ Wo~ng th6 va se Ichong month o~n the pay dArd.,

ddo'c trý 11I6ng hai (02) linitrong curg
mtth*'-ig i~rftwl th&-nit cunig duidc ap 4&5- A CIID3 tnnot and will not be

dung tronf viec lin so '.uing ph~i cuTng nhu paid tvi-5 (02) fo-r theý same menthly pay
i.'idnlg chinh., pericd. The proczedures tio be fol-lowed for

V.,~.DIU IHOA ~)C B~r:Supplzemn'ýa payroiý-q are the same as for
_____________4___'ET Regual Pq Froltie 0

ID' thay t49 vio viec kh.mnkAm hang V.... SPEGIAL IKSTRUCTI0IS;
thang tren the t4y th~n BKQ nh1 da quy /

dinh tai muc B doan V cua. Varh-thil diin chigu. To --eplace Tbe monthly signature made
BTLA4~B/Vf1i ';ha' thu'ýn cho ca~c g16i chxiý on the CIflG ID ý,ard designated in the above
dti6c-tW c ~ "~t g the' tij than, cap reference,, para B, Part V., an official who

wex3n Ad7 .
phit chufi chi tai ngu cho BKQ co'gii tri is given authority of signing on CIDG ID
t~ig thang m~t db' keii theo the' ti~y thfin c-rd is hereby authorized by this High
(~ap dung the6 C14)., Command to provide a HonthV Certificate of

CIDO ServvLl.c which wl~l be produzed along
with the CflX ID card when chezked (this
kind of clertifizate is bet-1ng issued te
Regular For -is),

S- 7



BTL/LLDB/YN,,u~n4 nhiu'BCH/WS5/LIDB/ffK CGJ, VNSFIAC and CO; 5th SFIGA are
tin ttihg 6~ 6u co gang d~ing ta~m nhýt tri' v! expecting the IMSF and USASF comanders'
tiph th.i9 trA~h nhie' cu~a c~c CHT/LLDBj'VN vi spirit of unity and responsibility that
!LDB/iiK se" dem l.qi. ket qu~a tot dep trong would otucstandingly ffect our com~on
cbug t~c churig s/~ uccrsa,/

KBC 3 ýL42O, ngay W 4
Thi~i~u'IVdng -DOAN VAN QUANG HAROLD R. AARON
Tdi-14nh L&-ie~~ing Dhc-ti~t Colonel,, Infantry

Conmariding

NOI MHAN., DISTRIBUTION:

BCH/C1~, C2$ 03, C4

*Trai Trung-'2ung
-Tocan A-158
TTHL/H.,/Delta

ID6 thi., h,',nh va no

H-*Hso

Luc'hieu.
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HEADQUARTESS

S~~LAL !UW OUPPJL (iaLw-di) J15T 5FE(J.AL !TZ(xADI

REGULATI( 2 September 1968

NUN= 37-100

RESOUJRCE M&NAGENE

Assignment of Program Responsibility

1. PURPisE: To assign program managers and delineate responsibilities in
asistl -the commader in resource management and in achieving the maximum
cosbat efficl3ncy in the accomplishment of 5th SFGA mission at the lowest
"possible cost.

2. POZICYz: ao All supplies, item of equipment, and all contractual
services , programed or unprograsmd,, fall within one of the principal staff
officers managerial responsibilities.

b. The Group is on a completely reimburseable system and must pay for
all spplies, equipment ond services received from allotted funds.

c. The management structure in the Group conforms to the Arnr Manage-
ment Structure, is readily adaptable to resource management within the Group
and serves as the guide in assigning program responsibility to appropriate
staff officers.

d. There are three sections within the 5th SM'A management structureg

(1) In country Operations and Maintenance Army (OKA) -- PrLarily for
pay, subsistence, adminstrative personnel services, local purchases of
supplies and equipment. construction, civil affairs and psychological
9perations, local maintenance of vehicles, locally prozwvd transportation,
repair and maintenance of facilities, death gratuity payments, intellige~ce
expenditures, hospitalization and disability, equipment capture bonus,
heroic action and camp celebration bonus, payment for supervisory assistance
to Eastera Construction Coaqny, Incorporated and real estate rental in
support of the Civilian Irregular Defense Group.

(2) Out of country Operaticns and Maintenance Army C'aL) - F=
Ground Forces Support Material, Medical and Dental Supplies, General
Spplies, Clothing and Textiles, Electronics, Air Material, Tank and



Reg 57-100, 5th SFUA, 2 Sep 68, (Cent)

Azteat4mTgv Supplies, Missile Material, Weapons and Fire Control Items,
Special Weapons and Chemical Items, Petroleum-Oil and Lubricants and
Allied Preducts, Industrial Suppliesn Centractual Services, US Civilian
Pay., Travel for US Civilians, Transportation of Thinges Maixemance Cests,
Cuunterinsrgeney Support Office.

(5) Precureasnt of Equipment and Missiles, Ariy (PEMA) - For Art-
illery Weapons, Small Arms Weapons, Support Vehicles., Tactical and Support
Vehicle Repair Parts, Tactical and Security Communications and Electrical
Equipment, Floating Equipment, Construction Equipment. Material Handling
Equipment, Other Heavy Equipment and Awmunition.

d. The policy of the 5th SFGA is to review the assignment of program
responsibility quarterly in order to insure that the financial and re-
source management program responsibilities are fixed functionally.

5. RESPONSIBILITIES: a. The Executive Officer, 5th SFQA will be the
Chairman of the Program Budget Advisory Committee with responsibility for
ceordinating the staff in exercising resource management.

b. The S3 has overall responsibility for conceptual planning aid
employment of all phases of the overall advisory effort of the VNSF and
the CIDO Program.

c. Thm Comptroller is the Cowmanderts principal advieor in assuring
that financial resources are efficiently and effectively utilized. Ho
is delegated horizontal risponsibility and control within the staff for
effective program management. He will be responsible for the conduct of
conferences and issuance of directives to insure accurate and valid pro-
gramming, budgeting, and expenditure of funds. The program directors
designated in Inclosures ! through 5, will assist the Comptroller as :-e-
quired in programming, budgating, monitoring, analysis, and verificatien
of expenditures as required.

4. P!OCD ."RES: See Annexes A threugh Fo Annexes will be added as re-
quirement8 ror procedures are recognizsd,

5. * 1EMCES: a. Arwy Management Structure AR 57-100.

(0O
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b. 5th SFGA FY 1969 Commua-id Operating Program and Budget vstimate.

c. Reg 37-1, 5th SrGA Ist SF

FCR THE COMMANDER:

OFrIC-LI .- > V1CYAFL J. CERONN, JR.
SALTC NThF

Executive Officer

rRA0NDG . MAYER
MAJOR AGC
Adjutant

3 Incl

1. In Cumntry (OMA) Management Responsibility
2. MatL. -1 Categor, (OMA) Management Responsibility
3 PEMA Management Responsibility

ANWE A - Procedure for all 5th SFGA Budget preparation and Review
Actions.

ANNEX B - Procedure for preparation of Routing Supoly Transactions
(requisitions). To Be Published.

ANnEX C - Suggested Procedure to be used in Performance Analysis.
To Be Published

ANNEX D - Procedures for Management by Exception. To Be Published.
AMEX E - Procedures for Reprogramming Actions, To Be Published.
ANNEX F - Procedures to be taken upon receipt of dollar guidance which

is less than program requirements. To Be Published.
ANNEX G - Precedures for recognizing, classifying and recording cost

reductions. To Be Published,.



I9-

SCOUNTRY COST CODS (OX&)

901 Strike Forces Pay&
Allowances

902 Subsistence of
CIDG

903 Administrative Personfkel X
Services

904 Mobilo Strike Force Pay
& Allowances

905 Supplies & Equipment

906 Camp Construction

907 Political Warfare x x

908 Tansportation & Vehicle x
Maintenance

910 Repair & maintanance *1 x
of Facilities

911 Death Gratuity •

912 Intelligence Expenditures

913 'eed only ir Logistical -
SuM1o3t Center for Local Pur I

914 Hospitalization & *1
Di iiii, EP aents ,,__ -

915 Equipment Capture Bonus

916 Heroic Action Bonus & I
Ca_ Celebration

918 &Stern Constzuction FI I

919 Liaon. Office Rental *x ,

920 TDY Travel T a

*Prianay Staff Responsibility

Inclosure I to Incl 2

-4
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OUT OF CouNTRY (OMA) so

MATERIAL CATEGORY CODE

B - Ground Forces Suport
Material * x

C - Medical and Dental

E- General Supplies 
x

F -"Clothing and Textiles

G - Electronics

H - AiN Material

K - Tank & Automotive

L - Missile Material

M - Weapons & Fire Control *xx

N Special Weapons &
Chemical Items "

R - POL and Allied

S -- Subsistence

Z - Yiscellaneous's

U, S. Civ•ilian'Pay

U. S. Civilian & Mil I ..

Travel X
IMdigeneous Rations • X

Transportation of Things
Maintenance V-o-- -

Incurred in )kinawa
.Engr Contractual Svc's
Incurred in Okinarva '- x
Incigeneous Unif orms . -

* Primary Staff Responsibility

L3
Inclosure 2 to Incl 2
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"MOM~A NAMMA 1ftftftMBM, Tr

BUDGET PRJMC

mu

Badget fte~ect IvAber

-~l -x~~a~

-4a -

4M~~~ - -t2E -oll

4610 - faT&Oil & 9"tVail

4RO~~a - -a% & -ewt C=M

4,7--1-0 - ntg - -i

4750 - Omtt*,*-U Orit- ~ I

4740~~~ - -reilNi

4frm~yStaf Nbspemwbility

Ipcouuzm 5 to IncI 2



ANR A to: 5th SFGA REG 37-100; Rewoirce Management, Assignment of
Program Responsibility.

PROCEDII FOR ALL .BUD PGEPARAI N LD ERMIEW ACTIONS

1. The Comptroller will prepare the attached schedule as required.

2. This scttedule will be utilized in preparation of Initial Program
Budget Xstimates and Coand Budget Estimates. It will also be used
to prepa-e for formal budget reviews such as the mid-year and quarterly
reviews.

3. This schedule lists the staff sections involved across the top line.
Along the left edge of the chart are listed, in chronological order, the
phases which must be completed to accomplish the budgeting or review action.
An "I" will be placed in the blocks of the chart horizontally across from
a particular action. The same "X" will appear vertically below the staff
section or sections concerned. An asterisk appearing beside the "X" will
indicate the section having primary staff responsibility for each action.

4. The right hand column will be used to provide suspense dates for
completion of actions. It is imperative that suspense dates be met in
order that the entire sequence of events not be thrown off schedule.

Attachment
Sequence of Events for All Budget Preparzition and Review Actions
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[DEARTMEKr OF THf A1uIY
HEADQUARTERS

5TH SPECIAL FUICR GROUP (AIRBoDME), IST SPECIAL FORCES
APO US FORM~ 96~24-0

AVGB-RD 26 Jt'e 196A

SUBJECT: POIWAR, CA and PSYOPS

A'. Commanders, 5th SFGM

" REFERENCES:

a. 5th SFG Reg 515-1, Political Warfare.

b. 5th SFGA Reg 515-2, Military Civic Action.

a. 5th SFG& Reg 515-3, Psychological Operations.

d. Ltr, AVOB, subj: S5 Assignrawnts, 2 Jan 6A.

e. Meg, AVGB, subj: Psychological Opeiatlons.

f. A Detachment Handbock, HQ, 5th SFGA.

2. GENKAL: The purpose of this letter iq to provide information and
Lnstructi=n to all commanders concernirn plans and policy regarding the
G79 Political Warfare (POLVAR) Program. This program consl.6ts of &
broad range of functions which includes PSYOPS, Civil Affair-, Militarv
Civic Action,, Troop Motivation and Indoctrination, Troop Kcrale -ina
Weifare. and other similar and related functional areac, In the 5th SFGA,
the total activity is referred to as the POLWAR Program. My poiýies
ana instructiofis concerning this program are prcmwlgated In the ab;-
referenced documents. This letter explains actions which this head-
quarters i taking to provide better support for the prcgrmm, and actions
wnich yc'a must take to produce better results.

3. O•3J. IVE-:

a. Establish and maintain a high degree of loyalty, discipline, and
morale within the CIDG.

&7



b.Gain the su nor ofth civil.ian popalatior. cy iproe.96th

-ialn'-.military reLaticnah-1ps.

z. Combat the VC/NVA sh.-,otgh effective tise of Ps-ycholcg'cZ&i Warfare.

4. IMPLEMENrATION:- Command emphasis is esaent.;a,.;: to produtce ;.
progzmm wnich will! achieve theae objPectives. My message., refPren'ýc ;e,
expresses -ý1ear).y that I expec's triis program t-- receive your- pterso~.-.*
a.ttenti~n. It is significantly important that all your eff3pt. be coordinated
and aimed at producing results. Following are some partiiular a:'eas
4nrich require your &ttention.

a. Counterpart Relations: The means by wnicn we acc n2lrt car
missiocn is 'by advising the VNSF,. and supportinga the CIDG prcgr..ý%. Tnis
:ýs likcewise týhe means by which we rea.-n objeetivse., and ach±it-e gLai-'
Tnerefcre, insure that you strive to implement all actions &nd 'D~'ns in a
mianner which -will train your counterpart, and which will increa-4e nis
professional competence., responsibility, and integrity In the eyeb o'f his
sancirainates and the people.

b. Personnel Training: There is presently a c-ritical anortage of
USASF s -n oý!t rained CA and PSYOPS persnnnel, At this tlm. tnere are,
2b~ schoo'.ý-trained personnel assigned to fill' 98 authorized apaei! in theý
Grv"P, Until. relief can be provided by higher neadquiartep:, tne 5th SFGCA,
vr-,xL O~e su.pport of the 4th PSYOPS Group, will ccnduct an ix~~~r
POL1!AR -)-rsa (predominantly PSWOPS) of aboat 5 claYs dur.&-i,-t -n t~n8
lina Trang area,, beginning on or about 15 Jufl 68. All nn-3,oI-.-ie
off~icer. personnel filling the S5 or CA/PO of1--er pozý1tif-n.? '7-' e'ther a
pffiyairv or addaitional duty basis will attenz .."e ct,)urse. Th'!; POI is
p,%--ntly being prepared; additional instra-.tlons aL1l fz!ý4

*Aa!,igament of Personnels All CA/PSYOPS school--ý.raiu-ted
pr-scans!~i will be assitgned te- perform in the S5 f'te! the 3.n-y exzcepticua

! assigiment to a comarnd position. In thie regara., refertfiz.ce
repai~ns ixi eff eat. Aclditiora3.ly,, when school1J.r~neo, D~-racrrei Akre not
&vi,42.aole,, I want c-apablet and w.here poesiblep experien:ced,, peoriej.~
asei-paa to the 55 furxztion at all levels. In -fhbs amssigriment,, prhymarly
ue,:aarse of thei~r close asso.-iation with the Vietname~se pez-..e, Fersomie-
6hculd be stabiLl~zed for as long a period as po,35iblep with 4L -4-- mrznth
al~annard as the .~nimuz.



SBE!r POLWAR, CA and PSYOPSA idmnlreiret2c ~e:?

missicn is to prcv.iQe security in the area. This -is di~nt 1by concducl-Ing
aggressive., continuous tactical oper-Itions in the T'AOR. Conc-urrently,
however, maximur& empha2sis must be given to getting gocdp ý cu7'ent
;.ntelligence., and when gained, to exp.loit it imcrnptly. Tne effe~tiv--ne~l
0of these two activities - operations and inselligence - maWy 11'e inc~reased
mary.-f ols by effective integration of POLWAR, CA anri PSTOPS at~virib~p
ýn ýr~e past, there trs been a tendency teo treat these ftnctloný, as deparate

per~iosthus sevexay' limiting overall efftctiveness. A PSvOPS
innex to a tact-,-al pl.an prD'!ides for achievement of o-vchologiý:l
e~lctv-z that corntribiite to the overall PSYOPS campzaign. The r!N)LWAR
program is c-imved at raising the morale., and th-as the L~ghting va1,,eq of
t~re CIDG soldier, Refusal of' CIDG soldiers to fight indi,-etea t1-hat art
e~ffective motivation and indo-trination program aces not t. Millcar7
3.`viC Ac~tion, while improvi~ng militarv-civil'-an ie~xtions, -'s alla
appropriate and highly effe-otive vehicle for irtte~ieienoe colle..t -on,, Finally,
PSYOP3 MI, which is the very foundation of a g:-cAJ PS'YOPS program.9
must be integrated into your intel.Li~er~ce col2eotion effortv. To rvd
fnr better integration of the total effort in -rhe POLWAR prc.,raxri, thsa
POLWAR and PSYOPS regulations,, references la and 1c., nave been newly
revised ana, will be vublished upon' compl etion of :oordinati cri sta ffing
thro.agr t1he !qKSF H!.gh Cotmnand. Additionally', a PSTOPS M~ annex .113

eL&-ig addea to the 5th SFGA Intelligeencýe Collection Plan.

e. PqYchologilcal Operations: PRYOPS effortt muist be a planned1
actli).ty,, aimed at achieving snecific objectives. Imaginiatirun and
ingenuity In the use of leaflets, posters., pam~phletsp ai gmis arri other
m'sar~s ýýan instill the desired psychological attitude in -the menr~v. 1p;e.
to-fa--e persaaston, the use of agents to encourage Chie-a foi' sp ground

~ ~K~tionof leaflets by troops on operaticnsj, simple posterti, Z j
.m~e,;graphed noeilmt-tasr, and rallies czmdueted by the POLWAR team

are among !ýhe nuameroua means available for your expliotýLtlcn, I waiit
*r-'ý t-~ use every means available to create an wara 3f fear,. as we-2. as
resp",,, for the MIDnO, in the minds of their VC/NVA enemies. Daveloor
iand axrlcit the image of the Stecial Forces camp aa a W*-Lwa-rK -igain~t-
en~emy aggression ard as a haven for ralliers, Alin at *31evelo ping yzour
pnr-griom so that itu ia a natural extemsion of in- anid tx.o ry'SYS

ampaýLI'gný, or as a min!=,u, a smooth tiwanstion from tn'ese zapdii!
App,.y the full gamut of P-SYOPS means to st~pport your camp -idszion.
Resent ewxnrieacea of 4th PRYOPS Group towms in the f~ield 1'emon:.'rate
-xea -I1y thnat proper anplica~tion of means and te 111niqueeE L.t tnre inp rc4.rt
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AVGB-RD 26 June ';6a
SIBJECT* POLWAR, CA and PSYOPS

time di-ring combat operations can produce dramatic results. Triese tesnr.
have been notably successful in persuading large niunhers of ecn.m £n,7;-,
to surrender. Likewise, for you to conduct a sncceasszi propram, Yo,.
rmIast always be prepared to exploit every opportunity. To make avaa!1able
suggestions, ideas, and tips to assist you, the Group S5 N411 pinllsn ann
keep updated a pamphlet of *PSYOPS Tips" taken from the reports And
experiences of other detachments.

f. Coordination: I want To see more coordination with loca ,]•,W and
divil:an agencies at all levels. At the C Detacnmuent level, :o-.rdirliticn
must be made with the Corps PSYOPS personnel and the PSYOPS Battalion.
Tnis battalion will soon have the propaganda development capabili y to
assist you in leaflet campaigns against snecific targets. AdditicnaiLyp
vupport is airilable in the form of Mobile Assistance Teams proviaed bv
the PSvOPS Battalions. On the US side, all PSYOPS effort in tne CTZ i;
controlled by the CORDS Regional PSYOPS officer in the Corps area. At
the B Detachment level, coordination must be made with province/ sector
personnel as well as with any PSYOPS support elemente In the area. In
each province, there is a PSYOPS advisor who •ocrdinates US PSVOIS efforts
in that area. At the A Detachment level, coordination must he made with
local conventional unite, and with District/Sub-sector personnel. It i
absoltely essential that local (VN officials and aavisore gain an
awareness and appreciation for the CIDG oomw..inity in their area, other-
iwise there is no basis for the feelinR of national aearit?.

g. Reports: The reporting system ras recently andergcfie nra.mny
Thanges. The narrative portions have been revisei tr, reauire ; 1e6DOA
analysis of achievements and progress. This is an inportant rn°•r of tn(
report and it merits olose attention on your part. It has beei. nese.r•'
t. retain the statistical Civic Action repom .n order to meetF. IMRV

.:squlrements, however the particular indicators I have chosen to help
s-,ialuate your programs are generally independent fron. the atat-.stiý;&
portions or the MOPSUM.

5. RESULTSs Progress in the areas of POLWAR., PSOPS, anO Civi:
Actin, as in any other areas, can be measured by 'ejlts. The reiLIt•

Iexpe,;t to see are better intelligence collection, nore v'rAUnar.?
information, more Cnieu Mcies, less AWOL's, higher morale, mere i e:f-
help prvograms, more economic development projects, better gwovernment
suppor-z for refugee", improved popalation and resourcea control., ,etter
coimnunity relations, and other similar situaticns wr~ich represe-.t a
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.trenit1hen-ng of government control. As progress can be measured ^v
reua1ta, I cons±der trat results achieved are genet-aly ewaivalent
to elfort- expended. There are few programs that w*,1. pky greater
dividena& than this one - if it is done properly.

/s/Haroic. R. Aaron

Colonel, Infant ry
Commandi.rg

A TRUE COPY:

A. IANTER
!.TO., Infantry
Group S5

7/
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SPECIAL HANDLING REQUIRED
NOT RELEASABLE TO FOREIGN

EVALUATION OF VNSF SYNOPSIS ATIONALS

(SNF) One of the mAin missions of the 5th SFGA in to advise and assist
the Vietnmese Special Forbes (VNSF) in carrying out the objectives of the
CIDG program. This relationship has existed for s&x years since ',963 when
USASF and VNSF teams were assigned the task of recruiting, organizingg
and training local people to defend themselves against the Viet Cong.
The eventual goal is th~t the VMSF will be able to assume full re-
sponsibility on their own for the CIDG program. In ý.Thly 19b4 Coonel
Theocore Leonard, then CO of Special Forces in Vietnam. stated, "There
fs no instance in which an RVN Special Forces detachment has demonstrated

a capability to perform the basic mission by itself."

2, kSNF) Colonel John H. Spears, successor to Co'onel Leonardg echoed
:.e iatterfs evaluation in October of 1964-. "The Vietnamese Special

Fov•es lacked professional competence.... The quality of the VNSF
L.zonnel, both officers and enlisted, had tn be improved." USASF per-

.Men. In those early days complained constantly that they hadto do
i•" the work'. whether in the field or at admini_tra.ve levelst, 'In
ear.y ,966 LTC Kev•eth B. Facey. Commander of Comrp;kr C in .1 TZ, madle
this narsh out reaiistic appraisal: "The widespread lack of ethioa±
asanaards, dedication to duty, patriotism, courage, and professional
,.ompetence of many members of the V'ISF, are such a severe handica: ihat
in some areas the CIDG program is collapsing. and in many atreas oýna-
maginally effective."

3. (SNF) Has there been any improvement sinoe this beginninu period?
Art the VNSF improvibw? If so, is this progress ab a oatlfactorv ryate?
Eter since 1956 American civilian and military leaders have attempted
tc aaswer similar questions about GVN forces. Rren guardedly ý p'.imstiz
nopes and statements have been quashed bv later events. Any attempt tc
e--aluate th- progress of the VNSF must be fuliy conscioas o.f this p
n Lstory.

.0 SNF) A second problem in evaluating the VNSF is the lack of adetoate
yardstizka for measuring improvement Couplec -Atn this is the ojartrn of
z,5'rds and docaments for the early period aboaxt jSASF and VNSF activ tie:.
S-me progress has been irade this past year in settinr -p progress in-
a".at3r: and in establishing a base period whichr :zn be usea for future

5. (SNF) One of the most important qualities of any military Anit Is
.ts w1llingness to fight. Normally the more aggressive a urdi, the
n.ear-ier ,ill be its casualties. A commonly bruited c:iti•im cf tne
VNSF is tnat they are unwilling to make contact with the enemy. Tneir
_3wer caeaaltles in comparison with USASF losses is cited as proof cf
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this lack of fighting spirit. The table below gives a yearly breakdown
since 1963.

VNSF USASF VNSF USASF
YFAR Strength Strnth KIA WIA MIA KIA WIA MIA

1961 805 7

1962 1600 320 5

1963 2455 712 8 16 4 15 10 1

S9; 2665 755 20 53 10 25 25 4

1965 2713 1284 42 83 6 43 52 3

I9ci 2658 1500 20 70 13 55 232 4

1967 3103 2738 32 129 2 88 423 9

1968 3100 2736 41 197 12 96 450 13

1969 3603 2585 23 81 0 16 112 0

The figures for 1969 are as of March 1969,

6. (SNF) The statistics do show the VNSF behind the USASF. A harder
question is whether the VNSF are improving or falling further back. ThA
next table gives a comparison of USASF figures to VNSF. A value of
greater than ".,000 indicates that 5th Group suffered more than their
counterparts while a lesser value shows the opposite.

IUSAS? TO VNSP

YEAR KIA WIA MUl

I 961

19b

C963 1.88 .63 .25

096 4  1.25 .47 .40

1965 1.02 .63 .5o SPECIAL HANDLING REQU:RED
NOT RELEASABLE TO FOREIGN
NATIONALS
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mU WA M~A

1966 2.75 3.31 .31

1967 2.75 3.28 4.50

1968 2.34 2.28 1.08

7. (SNW) Since 1966 there seems to have been a steady improvement which
would indicate that the VNSF are becoming more willing to fight.

8. (SNF) Another measure of aggressiveness is the desire to go out on
operations against the enemy. A study conducted by 5th SFGA in 1968
showed that approximately 50% more UA.SF participated in operations
country-wide than did VNSF personnel, despite similar detachment
strergths. On an individual basis, USASF detachment ccatanaers ac-
companied company operations three and ha4f times as frequently as their
VNSF camp commander counterparts and accompanied a total of 126 platoon
operations -hile their counterparts never participated in a single pla-
toon operation.

9. (SNF) A subsequent study in 1969, showed that more USASF were still
a.companying operations than VNSF but tha b the disparity had been cut
from 50% to just over 30%. VWS camp comnanders were now accomparning
piateon operations and their gap for company operations had almost been
slice- in half.

CrO. (SNF) Seven camps have beei transferred to sole VNSF control, four

alove during this past year. Some problems have been encountered in
furnishing support whether combat, administrative, or medevac to these
camps. Most of these difficulties stem from the language barrier. But
despite this, these camps have functioned on a level equal to those
camps where USASF are present. Certainly these transfers indicate
progreis especially when contrasted with Colonel Leonards' s statement
in 1964.

1•. (SNF) Another indicator of a growing V M professionalism is that
most camps now have more VNSF than USASF. As recently as January 1968
USASF outnumbered VIS in 47 out of 57 camps. Americans had to bear a
greater burden of the workload. By Januam 1969 this situation had
been reversed to the point ,fhere VNSF outnumbered USASF in 37 out of
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54 -amps. Much of this was due to declining US strength at the camps
because of MOS shortages rather than 3ubstantial increases in the VNSF.
But The reversal does indicate that the camps can operate with Tewer
American Special Forces personnel and the VNSF are able to handle more
responsibility than in the past.

i2 (SNF) Analysis of USASF field grade officers' debriefing statements
as well as a study of some five hundred USASF enlisted and compary
gr&ce advisers indicated that the VNSF are improving. They are more
aaarzt stfheir responsibilities and better trained to accomplish them.
One program which has substantially improved the VhV has been the camp
commander's course which is referred to elsewhere in this report. A
!as- indicator of progress comes from an examination of VWSF performance
during battle. At Camp Ashau in 1965 the VWISF had run from the battle.
In their desperate haste to board friendly helicopters, they had actually
destroyed one craft, This battle prompted LTC Facey's study already
cated above. A comparison of. ISF performance at Camps Lang Vei and
Duc Lap during battles in 1968 shows a substantial chazge as VNSF stood
and fought right along side their American counternarts.

i3 (SFN) In etry, the VNSF have improved. Yet this does not mean
the mission of 5th Group is completed nor should progress be an excuse
fzr a relaxing of the advisory effort. Constantly in their debriefino
reports USASF stress that the VNSF need mare motivation and a greater
sense of urgency about the w&r. They need more intensive training in
ualling in support duri:ng combat, in being security-conscious about their
coumnnications, and in expanding their intelligence effort beyond an
almost total reliance upon agent reports. USASF still bear a heavier
bumen on the fighting and the casualties than the VNFIF. Yet the growing
prosinornalism as well as aggressiveness of the Vietnamese Special Forces
indicates that 5th SFGA has achieved some msccess in accomplishing its
advisory mission.
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